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Of ... •inel• Ol.US 1t~Lt.Wt $~Nt.ft~ JIJJ.$\-4! ,/All ~fC}lO:l.og!O.eJ. 
BtnM't'~ ~ eo retwd 1:J'Ult .~ ~.u~ .. o~ ·m. •ttr1bllt$d to 
- . - . . . . . ' . ' . 
bi1t one Uttnt ~-.~a~l~.. ~t,h.tmaO~ •• G:r~• indtca~a i;Mt,: 
wen the ll.lJttib~ Qf · :t•~t "'*:r'-1itibl.- ~too•• P.~•~· tlutn tb.r• 
or t~. tlUt u&.lottl.at1~n ·y;tt tb~ f.~l~ rel•ti@#hl.l* 
~eOJn$$ ext.~11 ·®mPlifl.t$<1-. !9 . 
UtMt •t~<>twe ~17$'-e pe-.t., th$:. ~tng .c.~ 
~luattr:uts ot tn.Atvt4~• iuw • .,.._.,..1. :t~:ub~~P«~. ~ f'xioU.l 
t.hft .~;rtd... W~Hn~-· •bQUt th• •tt'tr-~~ ~U>:ibtt.t• - be 
~-·~ Th$~ ~· fle\f'~Ml Ul'm¢1-t$¢ ~-'bl.- .~ ·t.hls . .,dtll:; 
mclud1tlg 'betrt·•li •tb.od.if. ~f lte>m ~u•19a.u~n a:nA a me~ aatu-
f~to~r .•t•tUt1t;til test . ,f' ·~~,.~~·~ t•t~t.-~•1• 
being_:$~t .Ore t'l$::dbl$ ~ .• th$ Gut~ t.~ lilt sca.11ng, 
40$~ not ·req~. th$ -~·· ·to ~ ·un.ij1lfjl~~lw ·nor 'to bav• a 
. ' 
h1e.h a.t~ of ~pr(}.du~lbU1ty~. Thtt utho¢ •~• to ~·ct 
.. 
~&frft*r&l imP.O~t u•-~ ~~4ul~7.1n ~·~h inyq,lvt.ne. 
. ,, 
ahitt• 1n a.tt!tutte• "' the •••· ~1'Ji4.ul• 'Witb e _,.n:te;tJV.mi:ng. 
t:a.m. Set1U~Q9-t 1?rO~~Ut(J ·ot l$it•t fl~tt'tt~ ~7$1• 
' . 
M11w• 1t. toN • •tenUttu~nt fo~ ~awoh !n ct11t111tativ~ 







lli1< CU~ C.LlltlCAL RA~I!IG 5C.AI..'SS 
. ~· ,_,~a.tnr.: l'$tlns •c:al.ee ·wbi,ch f'ol.l$W ve pri.me 
~ . 
.,~Pl• t~:t. -tu tn• ()f s~u•• c~l.r ta ••· . All "'" 
DJ..~l· ~~t~r ~ \Ut$.4 t'Q" th~~ NS.M~ive, ~-­
ln.. 't~tl' P"Pif~ &$tt~* 
=~~o~o.\ri. ti):lUill~l!~~. x:~1~1tz :x~~~. Prob""k,,.,. 
. .. ~~ ... l' .. , ;;,.1 .. J ju..,..._,.....i --~'I>C."f'r.~.!"--..;--·-----;--;-;-~:e.-~·-IW _,_ _ _....,,_..,......_~. ~·~
tbt ~·'t wl~t u.s.a l)JJJtoM41~et.i"* $1•1.•, t.bs M::o- M ... f., I. 
iii ~vi~ b$J>e ~t b:i!"$eflJ 1n ~t•w ot th& ~mp~.a-.!ve 
">vi._ tn ·the J.u-,..s Y~bkl-~ 1'ht M.~ K~ P~~r 1.,. is a ••lt .... 
n,t1ng •~• ·~. tb• a . ., ei« R.- s. la· 4$:61~ t~r·ua b,-
~~~tng ~.-l,. ·fh$ ·af.l-.1e ••tau .ot 550 •t•~t• 'tdd.eb 
th& "•~' la41ut.t u ttt*~ tru ·•~ Mt• .tth· $1!tpen to 
h1Jmal:t Iii• It r:t-alU hiD ~ty6ot,U~(UJ~"O' -~~t•"* .,.. ~Uows: 
{l} bJ•~u~ UU 4e~1oa,. {,J ••u~•l'l&• (4) pa:rQb®·""· 
t*thle ~t-~; (5) -..ulu$;tr~r~t1" (6) P~:Y~'tka'&j 
(7) P;at-~1&1 HH AnrJ:d$0~Me.11, (9} ~--1&, ·bUed • ~ 
PlU~to~ou Qf J*\tct• ~· th• «U:te~t ~s.t-1o ~* 
tt t:d.•t~ ·JJ:;; •th .. $, poup .DI, im1:f't~ fQ,ft!l' 
'11:'>--l· • ··.. .fi.~ ·.t ........ 1' •-a a- & ~· w1t ~~ •~ ·~· . •"""'" 
""'"" w.J.: - ·. 'l . r , .. .h p . 'f .. 
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Seve~ /Wl:'tt.i!J:tte ~~1~&17 q~tton th• 1"a11«1t:t ~Jf ~ 
Pt'D:t:U•• Q.btai.n44 $tl4. wbU·e tbe -~ tllf 'bb.J P'JJ·$1-.\J'!'lc gnu;a 
~· ·IU.atma~•~•· tNm otJ.• e.otbt)~t •~t •• ®t ot. t-•• 
~tU'fl~s 1f()Uld .~ lltactus~t11il4. : lt• •4vut-•• -. a.a -. 
. . . •' ' . 
. <IJ~'ti)\"~- ••lf...,tval~a'ltdl'.lf;t tht Mo't$•nt. q a ~~ch w~-t 
? •I 
·tma. u e.. elf.nt~~ ·~~-~. ·: . 
~-s~~~~bg,~1\~f}.ftgs . .l~!i-,,~~~tfrJ&1fl..c · f!le ·'wtt~rh 
. ?a:r,htat.ri~ r•t!tnet Sed•a ~,. -~~ln$ ~ the ~t1t0~,. ·· u a .. 
~a•&~ 1~t' ~·~~ .~. ~b~t•"~ b•vlo~· !)t ~tal ~tlants 
:· •. ·.··4.: fo~ ~. e.•·.;~ .. -...... lbt ..• ~.···, ·.~. · • . ·.·~~~ .... ·~ .. ,·.·~.· .~.\11····.·~.·.·· .~.u~./ ... t. • .. ·pt.o . me~;f,t ·. ~~ wn$U-t.• ot. ttnr~t• •pP\um -~~:na .acatea.*. ,. . ftP~fiJitlne. 
. ' ~ ' ~ . . . 
-. .t-1.~ ot pat:bel.g.1bli.l ~--,,_~~:t' li:(ltk -~· l• .~$4 e£ 
. •. . ' . l! . . . 
•.v•~ f!tat~•u. a~d t~ t>M41l' 1~11 h• • ~tlWloe:tcal'~ 
~~~ .~ .. ,~lW:~l~tu» :41a~~-~Ji • u.· •. ~~· ~und nine 
I ,' 
l)$J.ill.tl1t~ :Ol~~ft r•ult~ ~- !t'U't»J.i'lal $tll<l~-~,. 
. .. . 
t:o 1n4t('at• tb• P~Cf:$ Ud -~it ,$:1 ·patholo~J.;tU 15PP"oma 
1n the pat1int.~ 
. . 
·~ Ol.U$t$• 1Ml\14e!U (1) Atn\tf. ~GtJ;,t (2} ~OllV-~10~ 
-~t•n•J (J) ~u s~t•:t P+> IJ.~:••« •t.awjc <.sl 'lohl$0-
~n1.~:.,.!lt•••t, {6) ~~td ltf~~lt-.t# {7) pa.-1¢ 
'llo.it ·· • ..... ~-... Jt,. 1. 8' hob.· .. e_,'l!''"'tt.i:c tr(fhl•.:""· ..;.t..~· . .  ·  .. ··j•. a~ (··.9' ~b1() ~0-f.w.,R....-....W~~~ \ 1 ·~~-·'~~~ """"'~.,.....,.,_ 1 v• 
o•P4lliv•h 
(4.) No •~• t~lr o-..ou.1 (~iti•t~tt · 
sw~~) tll~~· . o 
Obettaatva ~t' ~~ br.tt. ·.M'ft ~ 
bfmtet.4 Wi~t ltlttioutttt., l 
.- ' ·; -
. 
P&ftiet 1i 6lll$ t(l b~-h ·O-U$lonal 
.tllo~te. but Otllf ·1ilth 41tt·t.:ttJ; . , a 
C~t b~h 0~ -ht~l ·().~*1't_. ~'-'* ' 
{~t} ~ ·~~ ~t~-lo 41f'f1oult7 in 
. ~~~ out ~~--~~.· . •' 0 
nuotua.ttt\8 at'tltud$ ~ ~·. ~. 1 · 
-··· 
~a to ·at$.ok '14 or ~~ out ._, pl.a.,. 2 
b .S~l$~~ f>4~~· -~-\~ ~t ·tne inti~ 
vl4Wl1. clu.tte:a.~·~.·~ ·~92,·~· .. ,.,~ ·. · 
tt ~ w ·bt. d.n1~. ~7 ·~~ _. bf .. tRbe4 
Ps~lbgi~al W(\!'kftl'S ft\.t~ \hG lf ~·- At .~~ ~ 
. . I ·~tw bell9'1.- tb$ WlttcboJtt! Boa~ to be 11M ot the •x. 
_..nell\~ t:J't th• dev1~ ~lopet ~~l.7 t~~ "ychiatr1o 
clu•i.t!.c.a'tl<lltt :$ild ~•t•·J• 
at. .fi~i~~U· .. ~!~m~!!~~~£>.Ji1P.-l ·IM*t. br :!~ill! ig~ 
l§1t'MH• ·'l'h• !.!u.1ti14~-tOMl BCe· f~.· .a.,~ :fYeJab1.t.v1a 
P$t.:let.tk $ctt~ to ~1d$ • ~.,.. &bjttct1Yli:ty ~4 ~­
NbU1t7 tn· ·t:be· ~-~~lvttcn of !Mftt.~ pat~·· thaD. ha ~ 
a11t.1Ub1e in 1;.)$ pa•t~32 ~he •o•l• t• dH!~ to b.- Rted 
elW-~ 1ti&~ft ~th the .t*t,iw.t _:'Or a. Pt-7db01~gtt4t o~ • 
. l*7~t$t, tt>e~ wlth .a •••'-:tOXt .w1eh 1• i:$Qlt:J)l~4 1>7 a;n 
9JtP$~t-~a Pflf®JAt%'1~ .&1<1• ~~ ~··i;- ~ a.e~• Jlfiltll ~Wlve 
ta.q:tQ~- o:X* ·~~~ of J*1~=Pi~l~a· wMtth a;t>$ u~ ttl-
~'"•~rtq •u P<Jt~•1.~ls .PCif~lltl'itJ¢1 H~~le l)atielt.,. 
' -
' . 
t~~ ~gethe~ 1rith a •~o~• ~- ._ «•~• fit tt"~" aorbtUty'll.· 
. f/'ld>A'k :.- <!it'JOriiJ>, .,Jjji;A"!t"'>_.:i .... ..,. 41n'£etift.1"'""f!l' a~_.&e,;J,_... :i41f<Jjll .a. - ' . A,oi/lt- ' . l ~~~ \o~ ·1itU~ -~~vl!I'~ ... -·. •;r;.-; ~- ~>e,w~ ·~~ a f:)HUP . ,.."" St& $$ 
••~ tb$ p;tf~~tboloa ~r: (ll ~•t$w.u f.epft.ea!.o~ 
YiJ,.,, ~14 •b1:t~t.~ (a;) oQQ1~ .. ••~; _..&ut!~••· (3) 
o ! I . l ' 
~tt p.~~t.~n1. (.4-J a.nlvltr l~J (5) .Ml$l"lf~1.r aeitatton.; 
' I ' ~ 
. {6) ,.~iAt'WiJ. ~~~~ont f1) --).1! rut.~~- .\8) .Ja~fd.va­
M •• 'Vlf ~ l;ut1lis•~--~ UH Jillt-~~t- (10} :t•lt~e,~~la:ttDn T$ •. 
. . . . ·~ 
~-- ~1~-!' (11J ~-~ 4#,.~~--.. ~ .a, 
(U),. brttiMa ~eN.~n* ~- t>lldt~to~ Smde tor lla.~!nf; 
ht~'-~-~ :r-.tt~. ill a -~»b1c ~-t~ •s•t• w1t.b ~t.ltme 
· · ' · . tlnJt ; · · - \ · ·.. · · t"c1! -~ 1.1.1• of •n..,~•"bl.·• .w . \.-u~ ##. "sp-.ot. t~ alQ' 
~1~,- ecals ot th8 t.ri.rJxrtt.jJ A ~l• tft~ u~.- fo~~.t 
J ' 
«n.t-.~ 4.-~a~o:ft. v•·"' ~. •x,~:t-uent u, ~lln$-d b-r 
•!ah~ Jte:$.1.- ot WJU.~ 1/8 l•. Ml ~eu 
ffjj 1ra .. ~eti to. tM ._.,.~:'PfJ~~~, ~¥ ~tvc_ «Jir: 
Wkatlv• .ia_ ~,. _ Jul.ge. ~ tb!ef ~" ~t &J*41"hJ 
4o: ~ MQ$.~ ·ttta treltrtane• •·~ *-th$1': 1\ -. ·•~te~a 'Q'~W -.1~\\1~4 b7 qQ~•tl•~~ it .·_ 
·I . . . . . .· 
-~: ... :., ..... , ... -.l~.~~.~........._-....A.-_ ........... :_,.-.:'.;;_,,,.. :·.-.-~.£i,. ,_'.',_--c .• ,,,._. •• _ 
:z;~ut.e- - . ·: • ttt~f,iJlet:l:r ..,w tc.;ltmtt11r~ ~t!.netly · conapi:,~Qli.J 
~ l..U . &$ ttV.$~$ ll.OH . . -OV$t*\~t11'eu 
inh~-te1!r · 
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il::dl!'~-,,if:- ~'!Iii' ~"""~ '*>alii':~. '"""""' (~"'i' .. -~ !ft""li.it ..-...~ -e.if1l!!'~liil. -~- -~~ Ji"'i"i~~lll ""-'>Ail<. ;44;J;,'!\J' iJr''"i''~F ~~-'>.~ 
i . 
V'dl4lfi1 :£1' ~~~- ~ -..ii ;tl·-t'$• fatt'~~.'-' ttr~ilt 
•:~-' ~tm.~HJS!ritt ~~!l•:ft ~«~ *'~ f-~a$~1• ·l'a.'tt~ia~ · ~, ~ht)i 
ftWJ&t~ -. p4l._. ~t ~i:~~-'\. f#P~ w~d !1-s.'tt~ w~!l -~~~' 
-~ih."b•G: :h-i~d t.~~~J*~et-'b- -~m;t;s~ ·~~ 11~-tt~lll'l~'t -~(if 
.A\J-~_,...;;Jt_,..__..,.-i- ~'liiltol•~-<fi."''· · .i!J:i4,ft>~~-..;.,;t,.i\r,..s3l.ii;k . ~ii<,..~Aif.~w~":f:- ',b~:iiii';.t<,~Jt.,.~. -. •··~~:~ro,. ~~~~JP!'ff~ ~~;c;?.~;.~·~~.~lf~~;J- .H;¥"_~-~Qr'~\JA'Cf.l~. ~~~·~~.~~~~· 
~ttt~tii·~ -~$'~ft~·'"'·tt · ~ -~~- · ·~·~" :· -il~;m•»mJtat~& !\if. ~ , . . ~&>it: 
",' ., ' -- .--~~-- "'' .. , ----· •... ,.,! ---. - ··*" '. ·< .• ' ,,, .. ' ' - ' i!t;'<?. -~ 
~- i1S-1m..,;.>;-.' ,ii;,.P: 8~ -.,t.a;t ~\1t'!i:..,;;ti\ "j\);,.~,;;<k,li<~.' ~~ ~;lli. ~~..... ~,;&, ,.,.~;;. .... ~.Jt ~--v~ . ..,.~ ~ ~~~~-~'4'-Pfm.~$·. -~~,.;t:fq-9:!~~ -llA'9( 1§'.ff.~ ;~~·~;~-~~ ik-~~~· '0-Wl~~ll 
~-"ii>X~w ·.-Ill ..-..-.oil·...-.. ..,,1A\!'.i:.ib. .f-.,~, ~~d ,;~.~;Iii• ~~,ll<-.i!\.~.t.: •. .¥t 1.:.-•~-8 .-...4,.,.!li,~·~~ ·~:!i~. ·n:~~-· ~ -~-·~ .. -~w·~·--w~·-'!'-·~~, ·WI'~ -~~·~~~~:A-~~~~~~~·~~~~ 
'tt!"Vi$:JL ;!· 
,fli, ~Jl~~~J '$'~Lt'$ h.,~~ ~ia~fi~a:~ -~- t~ 
' i 
ith~~ .TH!~Ja~ ~fl-•ii -~ ~~·~~#- ~lit· ll\~~t• t~. ·-~lit U 'if •. 
f!'@~it:lve .~ ·~•~W.~ ~~ ~~. :~-'$' t~ l(!t~0M~i. JU\l.-~)s.~ 
.~t~~S;t -~ $t~~_,,· h'$~. ·•• !$i .:8:\ ·~~ e.Uif•lll ~_f 
~· ~~@tA~j•l'l~ els.~ft~~~- ~~-~t:J.i~; -~· .,~14~¢~!.~ 
f!!~al:~ -~~ -t;!'q lf!!-~u:•l•~~~~ :Tfat~'11J;1i-s ts 'h~-~.t•#Jltr •. dl 
~i~~t~ta~l~# Q~ 't?lrl.t't. ~!~at -~:t ~- ~&~~ *''~~·~:  
,iC •• ...~-· ........ . '~-~" ~Ji>:,« .t, ~ .. ~~'it: IIi' ~~:;t:;<Mw.-.JW:'-~f·~:'ffl .;r..~. ..:;t!i nlli!<'&h\.a;t:_.ll!l: .,.~~ .~ir--n_<:;"'+;~~ ~ ~at~_-:elt.-.4-~ ~~-ll'J ~lil'!l!IAA~Ws;> .!J..,·~~f!"',l#""" -q~;;L,~--~~ ·'l·t!{, ~~~;Jl,:lii" .... ~ W-"i.-A•.&:.~.w .. #"-. 
-~t ~lilt.~ it;$i!Jfatf~t 
' 
~~~~r $~.,.•~~ 1no1u~bt5 both the ::et~1e1llltl .··~. ~"*". ,"1t1cp, 
. ·baa ~n;g · ~- P-.4 ~ Jxt~Jt1tu.t!ona t:ot.t metlil 4at$4t$:tQ. t~~ 
eva:luat.tnz; ~J)<J.t.a :~om~teoy~ 3l IiF ;~vittq ·r.:t~t•li'i• for 
~U.~t'tns til& .l~vt«U.Uta. a'bw~i to _.. ~-•t~tion 
·. o~ *e~·lt\3. ~t•n~ ~ail. 1ih• ..._.· 4t. tttlt~l\JlP~ 'elf'--
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' . . ,· ·~ 
' . 
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~liable the.u two ft:tiitgo~-- Hotttvel',· the rtht>t'ov.a·'f. ~up had,· 
only one X\\~ ~"* ltJ4· one par~at.rt(t SJ.,de ·o%1. 'lh$ a.a.,: 
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.... •hift to :oov..t' bu.t- on• ~- ·Ptl.ntJ&. fhe 111lt~ 
.a.tat.•1 stw.P ha.4 two ~·• ~-- th~· »a~t,.1c Ai~ tor 
tu se®fit per!Q4* ~wto;r•., t~ us ~~ t-oxr the e~:J*l .... 
.ntal dpign to ila't'f only one~- fmd. ata.e ~te •ttdl · 
pat1mt.i: the IU•l•ot1tn1 ~:f ·the .. ttvse d at® fitom· each ot ~ 
three aect.1<JM ot thf¥ hQ$p1ta.l .. wu ad• 3o~~11 b7 the Ward 
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;· 
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KEY 
134 B ,rs-;.. 
C· -o;·- 99 Level I 
BRIAN WEIGHTING S"TSTElVI 
BZOFOHD CLINICAL RAT IIJG S GALE Lev~l II 100 - 324 
325 - 476 Level III 
II\TSTHUGTIO:NS: For total score, add +261 to the sum o:f 
months. Try In rating a 
to rate the 
. the wei~ts. 
,atient, consider his behavior for only the past three 
patien~ as well as you can on e~ery item. 
Frequently means that the patient has displayed a certain behavior pretty con-
sistently during the past month. 
Occasionally means that he has displayed a certain behavior at least once, bu~. 
neither consistently nor regular~y. 
Neve~ means that he has never displayed certain behavior during the past month. 
1) He soils himself, is untidy, spills food and 
general dirtine~s. 
-·2) He rriust be reminded to keep his fly buttoned. 
3) Wears shirts open, or pants hanging, exposing 
chest or other parts usually covered. 
·4) He insists on uearing only his own clothing. 
5) · He shows· :lntense dislike or fe?I for physical' 
contact with other:. people. (He· dislikes shaking 
hands, being touched, etc. ) 
6) Hhen someone spe9,J;:s to him, he fails to answer 
or respond at all. 
7) hlhen someone speaks to him he responds with 
bodily movements. 
·s) He abuses 'ground privileges when they are given 
necessitating a withdrawal of privileges. 
9) He. makes his own bed, if he is supposed to do so. 
10) Patient teases or picks on other patients. 
ll) He participates or appears to enjoy l!ard parties. 
12) He seems to enjoy reading newspapers, magazines, 
comic books, regular books. 
13) ~e seems to enjoy listening to the radio or T.V. 
or watching Tiard movies. 
14) Patient can handle privileges. 
_..x_ _o_. N. 
-2 -1 
-1 -4 
-1 . -1 + 2 
+ 5 + 1 
- 6 
-
1 ~ + 6 -






-±-3.. - 6 
0 
- 2 ±..2_ 
+ 1 0 =--L 
+ 4 




0 - 7 
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15) Patient requests privileges. 
16) While on privileges, patient is very conscientious 
about reporting to the ward on time. 
17) While on privileges, patient adheres to all rules. 
lB) 1/hen offered privileges, patient uill readily 
accept them, 
19) Hhile on privileges, patient continues to partici-
pate in work assignments regularly. 
20) h~ile on privileges, patient participates in off-
ward recreational activities, such as movies and 
dances~ 
21) Vfuile on privileges, patient keeps hims~lf in 
nea~ appear~nce •. 
22) Vfuile .on privileges, patient keeps entirely to 
himself. · ·· 
If patient has funds, the following questions 
shoUld be answered. 
23) PC\tient spends money mostly for incidentals, 
24) Patient uses money primarily for buying himself 
clothing. 
25) Patient uses money primarily for himself. 
26) Patient uses money for buyinghimself reading 
IDC\terial such as newspapers and periodicals. 
27) Pati·ent participates in off-ward O.T. Shops 
2B) Patient participates in off-ward entertainment. 
29) Patient uses the main library. 
30) Patient goes to dances. 
31) Patient accepts off-ward industrial assignments. 
32). Patient. 1;rrites purposeful lette:r:is to family or 
friends. 
33) Patient comments appropriately on daily news. 
34) Patient discusses a wide variety of news events. 
35) Patient requests passes by himself. 
_L_. _ _Q_ __N 










































36) Patient requests passes to be with relatives. 
37) ~lliile on pass patient needs close supervision. 
38) Patient keeps within the money allotted Vihen he 
goes on pass. 
39) Patient makes plans how to use his time while away 
on pass. 
40) Patient keeps himself neat and tidy Ylhile on pass. 
41) Patient is interested in newspapers and news over 
radio. 
42) Patient can handle the use of ~elephone. 
43) Patient can handle passes of one day. 
44) Patient can handle overnight passes, 
45) Patient can handle passes of a week or more. 
46) Patient goes to nearby places. 
47) Patient buys his own clothing. 
48) Patient looks after his own health while on pass, 
49) Patient follo~s sports events with high interest. 
50) ~~ile on pass, patient helps at home with house~ 
hold duties. 
















+ 3 - 4-
0 + 6 
+ 1 - 5 
+ 2 - 3 
+ 1 - 6 
0 - 3 
----- --·-
+ 2 - 7 
+ 1 - 6 
0 - 6 
+ 1 - 5 
==3 - 4-
+ 3 - 5 
+ 1 - 6 
+ 3 - 5 
+ 3 - 4-
( Add + 261 to Score Obtained) 
3. 
EMPIRICAL SCORING SYSTEM 1s;7 cl 
54.5- 75. Level I 
BEDFORD CLINICAL RATING S GALE 76. - 104 Level II 
INSTR-UCT IONS-: 105. - 135.5 ~Level III 
In ra~ing a pati.ent, .consider his behavior for only the past three months. Try 
to rate the patient as Yiell as you can on every item. 
Freauentl_y means that the patient has displayed a certain behavior pretty con-
sistently during the past month. 
O~asiona~ly"means that he has displayed a certain behavior at least once, but 
neither consistently nor regularly. 
Neve_!: means that he has never· displayed certain behavior during the past month. 
1) He soils himself, is untidy, spills food and 
general dirtiness. 
2) He must 'be reminded to keep his fly buttoned. 
3) Wears shirts open, or pants hanging, exposing 
chest or other parts usually covered. 
4) Re insists on nearing only his own clothing. 
5) He shows intense dislike or fear for :;;hysical 
contact "with other people, (He dislikes shaking 
hands, being touched, etc,) 
6) Hhen someone speaks to him, he fails to answer 
or respond at all. 
7) "Vihen someone speaks to him he responds with 
bodily moveme.nt s . 
6) He abuses ground ~rivileges ~n1en they are given 
necessitating a 'irithdrawal of privileges. 
9) He makes his own bed, if he is supposed to do so. 
10) Patient teases or picks on other patients. 
·11) He participates or appears to enjoy \!ard parties. 
12) He seems to enjoy reading uewspaj_Jers, magazines, 
comic books, regular books. 
13) He seems to enjoy listening to the radio or T.V. 
or watching ·nard movies. 
14) Patient ·can handle privileges. 
_.L_ _o_ 
_!12 ~ _2_._ 
1.5 1.5 3. 
1.5 1.5 3. 
1.5 1.5 ..)_.!__ 
1.5 ~ 3. 
.,..---





_1,~ 1 • 5 _3___ 
3. £.._ ..1_.__ 
3_.- ~ _L_ 
~ ].5 .L_5_ 
3. ~ 1 • 
i3B 
15) Patient requests ~rivileges. 
16) ~\hj..le on p:J;ivileges, patient is very conscientious 
about reporting to the uard on time, 
17) Vfhile on privileges, patient adheres to all rules. 
18) then offered privileges, patient will readily 
accept them. 
19) Hhile on privileges, patient continues to partici-
pate in ~<wrk assignments regularly~ 
20) ~~'hile on privileges, patient part;i.oipa.tes in off-
uard recreational ac"ti vi ties, such as movies and 
dances~ 
21) tnile on privileges, patient keeps himself in 
neat appearance. 
22) While on privileges, patient keeps entirely to 
·himself·. 
If patie~t has funds, the following questions 
'should be answered. 
23) ~atient·spends money mostly for incidentals. 
24) Patient uses money primarily for buying himself 
clothing. 
25) Patien-t uses money primarily for himself. 
26) Patient'uses money for buying himself reading 
material such as newspapers and periodicals. 
27) ~atient·partioipates in off-ward O.T. Shops 
28) Patient participates in off~ward entertainment. 
29) Patient uses the main library, 
30) Patient goes to dances. 
31) Patient accepts off-ward industrial assignments. 
32) Patient ,;.rites p~rrposeful letters to family or 
friends. 
33) Patient comments a9propriately on daily news. 
34) ·Patient· discusses a wide variety of news events. 
35) Patient·requests passes by himself. 
_o_ 
3. 2. 1. 
2.5 2".5 1. 
2.5 2.5 1. 
-.-
3. 1.5 1. 
2.5 2.5 1. 
-.-.-
2.5 3.:..2_ 1. 
2.5 2.5 1. 
1. 2. 3. 
1. 2. 3. 
2.5 2.5 1. 
2.5 2.5 1. 
~..2... ~ 1~ 
2.5 ~ 1. 
3. 2. 1. 
-·-








36) Patient requests passes to be with relatives. 
37) · While on pass pa-tient needs close supervision. 
38) Patient keeps within the money allotted when he 
goes on pass,. 
39) Patient makes plans how to use his time while away 
on pass. 
40) Patient keeps himself neat _and truy while on pass.· 
41) Patient is interested in newspapers and news over 
radio. 
42) Patient can handle the use of telephone. 
43) Patient can handle passes of o:ne day ... 
44) Patient can handle overnight passes. 
45) Patient can handle passes of a week or more. 
46) Patient goes to nearby places. 
47) Patient buys his own clothing. 
48) Patient looks after his own health while on pass. 
49) Patient follows sports events with high interest. 
50) Vfuile on pass, patient helps at home with house-
hold duties. 











b5_ ...£,_5_ ___L_ 
.b.2_ 2~5 1. 
3. 2. 1. 
2.5 ~ 1. 
2.5 2.5 1. 
2.5 2.5 1. 
~ 2.5 1. 
2.5 2.5 1. 
3. 
Experimental Form l(Male), Nov. l, 1952 
of the 
KRAUS - BEDFORD CLINICAL RATING SCALE 
To Evaluate T~erapeutic Progress in a Psychiatric Hospital 
By 
P. Stefan Kraus, M.D, 
Veterans Administration Hospital, Bedford, Mass. 
HOSPITAL WARD DATE 
----------~------------------- ------- -------
NAME OF PATIENT R# AGE 
------------------------ --------- --------















TOTAL ~lliiGHTED SCORE: 
All rights reserved 
Copyright applied for 
WEIGHTED SCORE 
INSTRUCTIONS: 
CHECK THE ITEMS IN EACH GROUP '!VrliCH MOST ACCURATELY DESCRIBE 
THE PATIENTlS BEHAVIOR. 
IT VI!ILL HELP YOU IN SOME OF THE RATINGS IF YOU CONSIDER THE 
AI'>WUNT OF NURSING CARE \'VHICH THE PATIENT REQUIRES. 
ITEMS MARKED WITH -:H~ MEAN THAT THE PATIEN1r NEEDS A GREAT DEAL 
OF SUPERVISTON. THOSE MARKED WITH ~:- MEAN THAT ONLY A FAIR 
M.10UNT OF AT1'ENTI ON IS NECES2,ARY. 
LEVEL I (CHECK ONLY ONE ITEH IN EACH GROUP, A-D) 
A. FOOD 
-:H<-Wolfs food gorges himself eats garbage 
~<-Overeats s maT'kedly obese hoards food -
Eats normally.-·· -
~:.Picks over foc:iO:, needs encouragement 
-:Hmas to be spoon fed tube fed -
B. DRESS 
~Hf-Notably fussy decorative stuffs pockets 
-:<-Over-meticulous demands special clothing-
Ordinarily neatancl tidy -
.;:.Carelessly dressed fly unbuttoned 
~Hl-Clothing actively torn __ destroyed __ lost_ 
C. CLEANLINESS 
.;HWbsessed with being clean stays near wash room 
~:-Over-concerned about being clean 
Normal cleanliness -
-lmeluctant to shower shave have haircut 
-lH~Acti vely soils himself day_night_ 
D. . SPEECH 
Does not speak, nor respond ~1en addressed 




Participates normally in conversation -
Will speak to others but not 1lsten toany reply_ 
Talks to himself but never to others 
SCORE 
LEVEL I TOTAL SCORE 
LEVEL II (Life on the Ward) 
A. WARD WORK (CHECK ONE ITEM ONLY) 
Monopolizes ward work, excludes other activities 
Prefers !!ward work!! 
Helps if asked, volunteers at times 
Reluctant to help - disinterested in-ward work 
Refuses to do any kind of ward work 
SCORE 
B. LIMITS HIMSELF TO~ 
~ (CHECK ONE OR MORE ITEMS) 




Helping with more-regressed patients 
Running errands 
Washing walls __ floors windows 
Taking care of clothing 
Participating in ward O~projects 
Others (SpecifyJ_ --
C. RECREATION PARTICIPATED ON THE WARD ONLY 
SCORE 
(CHECK ONE OR MORE ITEMS) 
Reading __ TV movies listening to music radio 
Games dances parties sports __ Practicing music 
Others-(specify) 
D. MODE OF PARTICIPATION 
SCORE 
(CHECK ONE OR MORE ITEMS) 
Sport Music ·Games Dance Parties 
Like an automaton 
Active but 11 bossy 11 
Parti~ipates well 
Takes part reluctantly 
Refuses to participate +-----+------~~----~--------r------~ 
SCORE 
E. SOCIAL RELATIONS W. OTHER PATIENTS (CHE9K ONE ITEM) 
Aggressively hostile __ pushes others __ assaultive __ 
Craves attention teases !lpesty 11 meddlesome 
Friendly warm -- -- -- --
Afraid ofothe:r:s shrinks overly polite 
Seclusive suddenoutburstS of assaultiveness 
SCORE 
LEVEL II TOTAL SCORE 
l.JEVEL III ( Off-the-1niard Adjjustment) 
WORK ASSIGN:MENT AND. .MODE 0}' PARTICIPATION {CHECK ONE OR MORE) 
Like an automaton 
Active but 11bossy 11 
Part~cipates well 
Takes part reluctantly 
Unreliable or refuses 






3. RECREATION PARTICIPATED (Off the Ward Only)(CHECK ONE OR MORE) 
Library._movies_listening to music_canteen __ 
Games_dances_J?arties_sports_. _practicing music_ 
Others ( Specif'y )_ . . 
MODE OF PARTICIPATION 
Like an automaton 
Active but irbossyrr 
Participates Well 
Takes part reluctantly 
Sport Music 
SCORE 
(CHECK ONE OR MORE) 
Games Dance Parties 
Refuses to participate +------r------,_------r------+---------1 
SCORE 
D. SPECIAL ATTITUDES - PRIVILEGES (CHECK ON"B ONLY) 
Demands priv. but will not agree to limitations 
Wants priv. but uses them in aimless fashion 
Handles privileges well --
Indifferent about havingprivileges 
Refuses privileges 
SCORE 
~. SPECIAL ATTITUDES - MONEY (CHECK ONE ONLY) 
Seem·s to have no conception abop.t money 
Wants money but spends it without much thought 
Wants money and can ht?.ndle it well__ · -
Unsure about money reluctant to sign receipt(check) 
Refuses to spend money_ 
SCORE 
LEVEL III TOTAL SCORE 
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l. DESCRIPTION OF THE SCALE. The Multidimensional Scale for Rating Psychi-
atric Patients (MSRPP), Hospital Form, consists of 62 brief, unlabeled, graphic rating 
scales presented in a random order. The schedule secures in a relatively objective and 
quantitative form a description of the observable behavior or readily inferrable traits and 
common symptoms of hospitalized patients. The scales represent a broad sample of im-
portant symptoms characteristic of the functional psychoses. They demand a minimum of 
interpretation on the part of the observer and they yield judgments relatively unbiased by 
the rater's point of view or theoretical persuasion. 
ij By Maurice Lorr, Ph. D., Chief, Neuropsychiatric Research Unit, Regional Office, 
Washington, D. C. 
The MSRPP was developed in collaboration withR. L. Jenkins, M. D., Chief of the Research 
Section, and J. Q. Holsopple, Ph. D., of the Clinical Psychology Section of the Psychiatry 
and Neurology Service. It represents an outgrowth of the Northport Record, a form con-
structed by M. Lorr, M. Singer, and H. Zobel. The author wishes to acknowledge the gen-
erous assistance and cooperation of the following Veterans Administration hospitals in the 
development and collection of normative data: Northport, L. I., Roanoke, Va., Lyons, N. J ., 
Coatesville, Pa., and Lexington, Ky. 
GPO-O-VA 271102 - 43 
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The interview section may be filled in by psychiatrist or clinical psychologist foll?w-
ing a 45 -minute diagnostic interview. The ward behavior section may be completed by an . 
experienced psychiatric aide or nurse who knows the patient well or by a psychiatrist or 
psychologist on the basis of the report of the aide or nurse. 
2. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND. Checklists, charts, and rating scales for the ob-
jective recording and later evaluation of change in the behavior and symptoms of psychiatric 
patients have long been in use. Devices such as the Phipps Psychiatric Clinic Behavior 
Chart have been in use for over a half century (7). Other early rating schemes were re-
ported by J. S. Plant (13) in 1922 and by T.V. Moore (11) in 1933. Scales for use princi-
pally by psychiatricaidesandnurseshave·beendeveloped by P. H. Wilcox (17), L. H. Cohen, 
R. B. Malmo, and T. Thale (1), J. T. Ferguson, P. McReynolds, and E. L. Ballachey (9), 
and I. W. Scherer ( 14). Devices developed primarily for use by trained clinicians have been 
reported by P. M. Wittman (19), H. N. Peters (12), W. Malamud and S. L. Sands (10), and 
J. R. Wittenborn (18). The rating schedule and checklist has much to offer as a procedure 
for quantifying the clinical judgment, for isolating basic psychopathological parameters, 
and for generally providing a base on which clinicians of varying persuasions, schools, and 
training can find a common ground. 
3. PURPOSE OF THE MSRPP. The MSRPP is the product of an effort to introduce 
a greater measure of comparability and objectivity in the description of mental patients 
than has been customarily available. Some of its uses are the following: 
a. It provides, directly, a standard description of a patient's behavior and symp-
toms. Such a record will be reasonably comparable from hospital to hospital and from one 
interviewer to the next. If a patient has not altered, he will be described by essentially the 
same rating pattern regardless of wherE. he is interviewed or observed. 
b. It provides, in the morbidity score, a global measure of severity of symptoms 
useful in measuring and predicting change. 
c. It provides scores and a profile of degree of disturbance in 12 relatively in-
dependent and distinctive areas of psychopathology. 
d. The MSRPP may be useful in connection with problems of diagnosis. Patterns 
characteristic of six types of psychiatric disorder and one pattern of "normal tendency" 
are available for patient classification. 
e. It provides a readily obtainable quantitative record of change in clinical status 
resulting from hospital care, chemotherapy, psychosurgery, electroshock, psychotherapy, 
or rehabilitation procedures. 
f. The schedule is a useful training device for acquainting psychiatric residents, 
clinical psychology trainees, and nurses with patient behavior and psychopathology. It may 
be used to check the interne's judgment and skill in observation. 
g. It provides a set of measures useful for inter hospital comparisons. For ex-
ample, the relative effectiveness of several hospital programs on patient welfare could be 
assessed by means of the MSRPP. 
h. The schedule may be used for such research purposes as matching patient 
groups and evaluating the effects of specific forms of treatment. It should be particularly 
useful as a set of criteria for validating diagnostic and prognostic tests. 
The form provides a standard cross-section description of a patient's behavior. While 
description is related to the broad question of diagnosis, the MSRPP was not developed for 
the purpose of establishing 'diagnoses as categorized in any psychiatric nomenclature nor 
as a substitute for them. As will be noted, however, in the pattern scores, the detailed 
data of the scales mav make a substantial contribution to psychiatric diagnosis. 
4. HOW THE MSRPP IS USED 
a. Interview Observations. The MSRPP may be completed by persons familiar 
with the scales in 10 to 15 minutes following a relatively thorough interview of the patient. 
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A rating is made by encircling the one entry which is most typical or characteristic of the 
_patient during the pe.ciod observed. Of course, no patient is completely uniform or con-
sistent in the behavior or symptoms he exhibits. His behavior will vary during the inter-
view, with the types of personalities he encounters, from one situation to the next, and 
from day to day. However, it has been found both feasible and useful to describe a patient 
in terms of what is seen to be typical of him during the interview hour. Minor differences 
or changes may be ignored unless such changes themselves are being judged. If more than 
one description appears applicable, the entry which is most nearly correct is encircled. 
If a patient is unratable with respect to' a given scale, the "U" entry may be en-
circled. Not all scales are equally applicable to each patient. For example, there is no 
basis for rating a mute patient for relevance of speech, or a withdrawn, apathetic patient 
as to mood level. In some instances information re.lative to a given scale will not have been 
elicited. In other instances it will be difficult to judge which end of a scale is most charac-
teristic of a patient because he is unusually variable in his behavior. Whenever the un-
ratable category is encircled, the reason the patient was not rated should be specified. In 
general, the "U" entry should be used as sparingly as pas sible. 
There is always some tendency to structure an inte'rview in such a way that a 
specific rating can be easily made. -This usually involves the formulation of leading ques-
tions. When this occurs, the rater mus.t try to evaluate the effect of the leading question 
itself on the nature of the patient's response. 
The form is designed to record currently discernible observations of the patient. 
Prior condition, social history, and diagnosis should not be taken into account in filling out 
this scale, It is based upon the present picture as observable in the interview or on the 
ward. Only patients seen in interview or observed on the ward should be rated. 
The rater should be on guard against rating a patient on the basis of a single over-
all impression. The effect of theimpressionor "halo" is to force individual ratings in the 
direction of the general impression. For example, after talking to a patient the interviewer 
may gain the impression that the manis a paranoid schizophrenic. Subsequently, in rating, 
the interviewer will tend to make his judgment on the basis of inferences derived, not from 
observation, but from expectations based on a knowledge of how a paranoid typically be-
haves .. Such ratings may not really applyto this particular case. To avoid such bias, each 
rating scale should be considered individually for the particular person without regard to 
diagnostic or other broad impressions. 
The nature of the interview should not be dependent on the questions asked of the 
observer. The interview may be conducted as in the conventional ''mental status" examina-
tion, or it may be relatively unstructured with a minimum of direct inquiry. The type of 
interview best used is that which gives the observer the fullest, clearest picture of the pa-
tient's mental condition (16). 
b. Ward Observations. Scales No. 41 to No. 62 are designed for a record of 
ward observations. This section may be completed by the experienced psychiatric aide or 
nurse who knows the patient well. Or, ratings may be made by a psychiatrist, psychologist, 
or ward physician upon the basis of information secured by interviewing the psychiatric 
aides or nurses who have observed the patient. 
To be utilized as a rater, the aide or nurse should have worked on psychiatric 
wards with patients for at least 3 months. It is also important that he be given opportunity 
to practice making ratings on two or more patients and opportunity to discuss his judgments 
with a professional person already familiar with the scales. If an aid'e·or nurse is asked 
to report on, or to rate, a patient, he should be told in advance. Only in this way will he 
have adequate opportunity to observe the patient on the specific types of behavior to be re-
ported or judged. The period of observation recommended is 1 week. Longer periods of 
observations are likely to overlook changes in the patient, particularly if he is disturbed. 
Emphasis should be placed on currently observable behavior. 
An interview with the aide or nurse may be conducted by reading the standard 
question such as "How well does he eat?" The observer should be urged to report what he 
has seeninsimplenontechnicallanguage. Of course the interviewer need not limit himself to 
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the standardized inquiry .but may continue questioning until an adequate description is 
obtained or it is evident the observer lacks the necessary information. The interviewer 
ahould be careful not to use leading or suggestive questions if he extends his inquiry· 
5. INTERPRETATION OF THE SCALES. The interview section of the MSRPP was 
designed to permit the recording of clinical judgment resulting from the systematic obser-
vation of the patient during afairlythoroughinterview. The ward section reflects observa-
tions made of the patient over a longer period on the ward. The scales are intended to 
quantify and to objectify clinical judgment. · 
Data for rating a particular scale may be drawn (a) from directly observable 
manifest behavior, (b) from what the patient reports or complains of, and (c) from inferences 
based on manifest behavior, verbalizations, and verbal reports. Usually the question asked 
indicates the nature of the judgment. Scale No. 5, relative to manifest tension, is an il-
lustration of a scale calling for a report on what w.as directly observed. The second type 
of judgment is reflected in scale No.4, which describes orientation as to time, and in scale 
No. 22, relative to reports of hallucinatory sounds or voices. Scale No. 12, concerning the 
degree of hostility, is an example of the type of scale that is usually dependent upon complex 
inferences based on the manner, verbalizations, and direct statements of the patient. 
The schedule as a whole, of course, assumes on the part of the rater a sufficient 
background and familiarity with the behavior and symptoms of psychotic patients. Without 
such a clinical background certain judgments will be difficult to make or unreliable. 
The comments that follow are intended to clarify questions that have been raised 
from time to time in connection with the use of the MSRPP: 
No. 1. The judgment here involves the relevance of the response to the ques-
tion asked or to the topic discussed. No consideration need be given to the possibility of 
the response being relevant in the patient's frame of reference. In cases where aphasia or 
mutism is present the patient is scored unratable or "U." 
No. 2. Emphasis in this scale is on strained unnatural postures. Facial 
grimacing and manneristic movements are included under No. 9. 
·No. 9. This scale calls for a differentiation between a compulsive act and a 
manneristic movement, gesture, or grimace. I£ behavior observed fits into either of these 
categories, an inquiry should be conducted to determine the patient's attitude toward and 
explanation of his behavior. Compulsive behavior will be characterized by an awareness 
on the part of the patient that his acts are irrational or absurd but uncontrollable or pos-
sible of control only at the expense of considerable inner tension or discomfort. 
No. 13. In this scale it is necessary to determine either from report of the 
patient or by inferencethatthepatientis_disturbed by a specific unrealistic fear. Delusional 
fears need not be distinguished from specific phobias. 
No. 14. An hysteric conversion syndrome is represented by items 14, 19, 
and 26. If the rater is a psychologist, he can make a rating on the basis of the most recent 
medical record or by securing a judgment from the internist or other physician. 
No. 22. If there is evidence or if the patient says that he hears voices, the 
interviewer should next seek to ascertain how strongly the patient believes in their real 
existence. I£ it is clear that the patient hears voices and believes that they are real, then 
point 4 should be encircled. 
No. 22a. This scale is used in lieu of No. 22 if the patient is mute or does 
not admit or report voices or sounds, which may be presumed to be hallucinatory, but be-
haves as though he were actually responding to them. 
No. 23. This scale referstofluctuationsinmoodor emotional tone during the 
interview regardless of its source or nature. The completely apathetic patient may be rated 
at the consistent end of the scale. 
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No. 25. An accurate rating with regard to self-esteem calls for skillful in-
terviewing. It. is best to secure data necessary for a judgment indirectly or obliquely. 
However, it is often useful to ask the patient to compare himself to others of his age, school 
grade, or job leveL 
No. 27. Comments made with regard to No. 22 and No. 22a apply to scales 
No. 27 and No. 27a. The chronically ill patient who reports hearing voices or seeing visions 
frequently will not say whether he regards his hallucinations as real. However, the context 
usually will suggest whether an inference is warranted to rating the patient at point 4 on the 
scale. 
No. 31. This scale calls for a judgment as to the degree to which the patient 
reveals or expresses emotion or actively restrains, controls, or inhibits expression of 
feeling. 
No. 39. The early schizophrenic is often highly troubled, perplexed, or be-
wildered by some problem requiring solution or decision that he regards as of great im-' 
portance. This scale records the degree to which this mental state is present. 
6. THE FACTORS. When the form has been completed, the ratings may be trans-
£erred for ease in scoring onto the_ Summary Sheet provided. The clinician may then 
evaluate the record in any or all ofthe following ways: (a) score for 12 factors or dimen-
sions of psychopathology; (b) score for six patterns representing psychiatrically recogniza-
ble patient types; (c) sco:..·e for degree of overall morbidity; and (d) inspection of those in-
dividual scales which are considered especially interesting. 
a. How the Factors Are Scored. Each factor consists of a group of scales which 
measures a common psychopathological tendency or behavior trait. The names given the 
factors are, of necessity, somewhat arbitrary. An inference must be made concerning the 
underlying function or trait. For convenience, each factor will be identified by a name and 
a letter as follows: 
A. Retarded depression vs. manic excitement. 
B. Compliance vs. resistiveness. 
C. Paranoid projection. 
D. Activity leveL 
E. Melancholy agitation. 
F. Perceptual distortion. 
G. Motor disturbances. 
H. Submissiveness vs. belligerence. 
I. WithdrawaL 
J. Self-depreciation vs. grandiose expansiveness. 
K. Conceptual disorganization. 
L. Hysterical conversion. 
The factor raw score is obtained by adding the numerical values of the ratings on 
the scales descriptive of the factor. For example, if a patient is rated 4, 4, 3 on scales 
No. 10, No. 33, and No. 37, which comprise the paranoid projection factor, his raw factor 
score is 11. A low score indicates little or no paranoid ideation, while a high score im-
plies a high degree. 
At times a patient will be checked as unratable or "U" with respect to one or 
more scales defining a particular factor. The best estimate of the missing rating is 
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probably the mean rating on the scales which were checked. For example, if a patient was 
rated 2 and 4 on two of the scales making up the paranoid projection factor his missing 
rating would be estimated to be 3 and his total score would then be 9. If more than half of 
the scales representing a factor are not rated, it is recommended that the factor not be 
scored. 
Table i presents the cumulative percentages of the "normative" population of 
423 hospitalized patients achieving each of the raw scores on each of the factors. It should 
be noted that the distribution of raw scores on factors B, C, F, G, H, and K are positively 
skewed. Such a distribution of scores is considered appropriate since each of the continua 
is an indicator of a particular kind .of psychopathology. Mild degress of pathology occur 
most frequently while severe degrees of pathology occur less frequently. The bipolar 
factors A, D, E, I, and J have bell-shaped distributions. The normal individual scores in 
the middle; the two extremes represent pathology. 
Data are not available for the allocation to factors of scales numbers 7, 13, 24, 
and 35 of the interview section, nor for 41, 49, 50, 51, 52, and 54 of the ward section. 
Specific morbid fears (#13), compulsive acts (#24), and recurrent insistent thoughts (#18) 
according to Wittenborn (#18) cluster together in a phobic-compulsive factor. 
The need to be tube fed (#41), the need for nursing care (#50), and failure to 
respond if spoken to (#52) are probably closely associated with the motor disturbances, 
factor G. Sleep difficulties (#49) are likely to be associated with the manic behavior, 
factor A, and agitated states, factor E. 
b. Description of the Factors. The factors may be grouped for purposes of 
description into those reflecting affective disorders, those indicative of schiz<;>phrenic 
processes, and those relating to disturbances of temperament which may be observable 
in nonpsychotics as well as psychotic patients. 
The affective group consists of bipolar factor A of retarded depression vs. manic 
excitement and factor E of melancholy agitation. The manic pole of A is characterized by 
overtalkativeness, loudness of speech, frequent mood swings, excited emotionality, elation, 
and lack of restraint in expression of feeling. The depressive pole is marked by taciturnity, 
barely audible speech, an absence of mood swings, an inadequate emotional responsiveness, 
depression, and inhibition of feeling. 
Factor E, melancholy agitation, is defined by manifest tension, marked anxiety, 
concern with health and functioning of the body organs, frequent mood swings, depressed 
mood level, and distinct emotional overresponsiveness. The underlying component is an 
agitation which is depressive. 
The schizophrenic sequence may be described in terms of withdrawal, disorgani-
zation, and psychotic reorganization .(3). The sequence typically begins with a relative 
withdrawal of attention and interest in the outer environment. Factor I, called withdrawal, 
is characterized by a marked lack of interest in the external surroundings, muteness or 
taciturnity, seclusiveness or avoidance of others, and an untidiness or disregard for per-
sonal appearance. 
The second phase of the schizophrenic sequence may be regarded as a process of 
progressive personality disorganization. The schizophrenic disintegration of conceptual 
thinking seems to be reflected in factor K, which has been labeled conceptual disorganiza-
tion. Factor K is characterized by irrelevantand incoherent speech, a stereotyped repeti-
tion of certain words and phrases, and a frequent blocking in speech. In addition, there is 
evident a disharmony between the patient's thinking and the feeling tone shown or expressed, 
and a disorientation for time. When present, delusional beliefs tend to be impossible or 
bizarre. 
Perceptual distortion, factor F, represents yet another important aspect of the 
personality disorganization of the schizophrenic. it is characterized by visual and auditory 
hallucinations, disorientation for self and others, obsessive hostile impulses, and by im-
plausible or bizarre delusions. Personality disorganization is c.lso reflected in motor 
disturbances which appear in factor G. The motor disturbances factor is represented in 
loud speech, a meaningless repetition of certain words and phrases, frequent blocking in 
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speech, as well as bizarre movements and postures. The patient is judged to be pre-
occupied with insistent, recurring thoughts, and he tends to be disoriented for self and 
others. 
An alternative to disorganization is a paranoid reorganization and stabilization. 
A measure of reality orientation is retained but thinking is distorted by m.orbid paranoid 
projection. Factor C, paranoid projection, is defined by ideas of reference, delusions of 
persecution, and delusions of influence. Paranoid thinking is often associated with a grandi-
osity .. Factor J, called grandiose expansiveness, is defined by.ideas of grandeur, boastful-
ness, and conceit; the conviction of sinfulness is absent. On the ward the patient is destruc-
tive. 
The third group of factors is comprised of three personality parameters charac-
teristic of nonpsychotics as well as psychotics. The bipolar factor B, compliance vs. 
resistiveness, is characterized at one end qy a lack of cooperation, frequent resistance, a 
chewing or swallowing of inedible objects, such as paper and cigarettes, and a noticeable 
disorientation as to place. The other end of the continuum is characterized by a coopera-
tive compliance. 
Activity level, factor D, also a bipolar trait, is marked at one end by restless,nes s, 
hurried movements, liveliness, destructiveness on the ward, and depressive appearance 
in the interview. A patient at the opposite pole is characterized by underactivity, slowed 
movements, a tired, wornout appearance, and the absence of destructiveness. Factor H, 
submissiveness vs. belligerence, is characterized on one end by marked hostility, pro-
fanity or obscenity, irritability, assau]Jiveness, bullying, g.nd resistiyeness. The opposed 
end of the continuum is descriptive of submissiveness wit:q.out indication of hostility. 
Factor L, hysteric conversion, is in keeping with Wittenborn's findings (18). It 
is characterized bythe presence of physical complaints or physical disabilities which ap-
pear to be almost completely functional in origin. The patient tends to be decidedly and 
completely indifferent to the presence of such physical handicaps but makes use of them 
to get attention, control others, or to evade responsibilities. 
7. THE PATTERNS. The configuration of symptoms and traits held in common by 
a group of patients may be considered as defining a pattern. Six relatively stable and dis-
tinctive patt.erns have been demonstrated (5). These may be related to, but are not iden-
tical with, the classical diagnostic groupings. By means of these patterns it is possible to 
make brief characterizations which are useful in diagnostic workups and for reflecting 
change as a result of therapy. 
a. How the Patterns Are Scored. A patient's score on a particular pattern may 
be determined by applying the appropriate stencil to the Summary .Sheet. The score is the 
number of instances that the patient's rating agrees with the pattern. High scores are 
indicative of close similarity to the type; low scores imply dissimilarity. A patient may 
be allocated to the pattern that he most closely resembles as judged by his scores. 
The six patterns listed below and the pattern of a normal person are presented in 
the appendix: 
l. Pattern of manic excitement: manic-depressivepsychosis,manicphase. 
2. Pattern of mournful depression: manic-depressive psychosis, depres-
sive phase. 
3. Pattern of panicky agitation:. agitated depression. 
4. Pattern of resistive isolation: catatonic withdrawal. 
5. Pattern of schizophrenic disorganization: schizophrenic excitement and 
hebephrenic disorder. 
6. Pattern of psychotic reorganization: paranoid distortion. 
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b. Description of the Patterns. Each pattern represents a relatively stable and 
distinctive combination of ratings which characterizes a group of patients. A morbid pat-
tern may be contrasted with a general morbid tendency, such as depressive tendency or 
anxiety which may cut across several diagnostic groups. Such general morbid tendencies 
emerge out of a factor analysis of a matrix of intercorrelated symptoms and are repre-
sented in the 12 factors. 
The pattern of manic excitement: manic depressive psychosis, manic phase, is 
descriptive of a group of patients characterized by overtalkativeness, loud and rapid speech; 
and an accelerated rate of association. Such patients are often elated, overemotional, un-
inhibited, and relatively tense. They tend to be boastful and to exhibit ideas of grandeur. 
On the wa:rd they are restless, accelerated in their movements, irritable, assaultive, and 
destructive. 
The pattern of mournful depression: manic depressive psychosis, depressive phase, 
is descriptive of a class of patients who, as seen in the interview, are slowed and inaudible 
in speech, and show emotional blocking. Emotionally they are depressed, inhibited, and 
underreactive. They tend to be self-depreciatory, express feelings of unworthiness, have 
suicidal ideas, and are obsessive in their thinking. 
The pattern of panicky agitation: agitated depression describes a patient who iri 
the interview shows some speech blocking, is overresponsive emotionally, moody, tense, 
and anxious. His .self-esteem is low, he expresses feelings and ideas of unworthiness, 
expresses suicidal thoughts, and is preoccupied with insistent, recurrent ideas. Such.a 
patient often admits to hearing voices or seeing visions but recognizes they do not exist in 
reality. 
There are three schizophrenic patterns. The pattern of resistive isolation: 
catatonic withdrawal is marked by a very high proportion of entries of "unratable" in the 
scales based on the interview since the patient is likely to be mute. When he is not mute, 
his speech is markedly incoherent and irrelevant and likely to be stereotyped and to in-
clude a high proportion of neologisms. He tends to assume manneristic postures, to giggle 
and grimace, and is likely to be disoriented for self, place, and time. On the ward he wets 
and soils himself, appears sloppy and dirty, is strongly resistive to ordinary ward routine, 
and ignores everyone around him. He is likely to be tube or spoon fed; frequently he is as-
saultive. While usually mute, he is likely to be obscene or profane when he does speak. 
The pattern of schizophrenic disorganization: schizophrenic excitement and 
hebephrenic disorder includes a tendency to be distinctly overtalkative, although speech 
blocks are likely to be frequent. However, speech content is characterized by disorgani-
zation, as shown by ratings of incoherence and irrelevance. Stereotyped words and phrases 
and neologisms are a prominent feature. Disharmony between thought and feeling shown is 
marked. The patient is delusional, actively hallucinatory, and exhibits manneristic pos-
tures and movements. Although he is likely to be boastful and grandiose, ideas of sinful-
ness may also be present. On the ward the disorganized patient often wets and soils him-
self, may masturbate openly, talks to himself, andis frequently destructive and assaultive. 
He will not cooperate in ordinary routine, such as dressing, washing, or going to meals, 
and is generally resistive. 
The pattern of psychotic reorganization: paranoid distortion is characterized in 
the interview by hostility, ideas of reference, and by delusions of persecution and influence. 
He is boastful or conceited, and exhibits grandiose, expansive ideation. He tends to be 
tense and anxious, and shows both visual and auditory hallucinations. On the ward he is 
occasionally profane or obscene, occasionally assaultive, but within normal limits other-
wise. 
8. THE MORBIDITY SCORES. The raw factor score of a normal individual on a 
particular factor represents a useful norm for reference and interpretation. For example, 
a normal person would be characterized as not having unjustified beliefs that people talk 
about him, persecute him, or influence his thinking. Each of his ratings on scales No. 10, 
No. 33, and No. 37 is 1, and his total factor score is 3. Any deviation from this norm of 3 
is thus indicative of a disturbance. 
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A patient can be appraised on each of the factors in terms of the absolute (i.e., 
without regard to sign) degree of deviation of his own raw factor score.from the factor 
score of an assumed normal person. For example, if a patient's raw paranoid projection 
factor score is 9, his difference score will be 9 minus 3 (the normal score) or 6. The dif-
ference scores obtained on the 12 factors (regardless of the direction of the difference) may 
be summed to yield a morbidity score. The score of a presumed normal person on each of 
the factors is as follows: 
A. Retarded depression vs. manic excitement: 17 
B. Compliance vs. resistiveness: 4 
C. Paranoid projection: 3 
D. Activity level: 13 .5 
E. Melancholy agitation: 13.5 
F. Perceptual distortion: 5 
G. Motor disturbances: 9 
H. Submissiveness vs. belligerence: 11 
I. Withdrawal: 15 
J. Self-depreciation vs. grandiose expansiveness: 9 
K. Conceptual disorganization: 7 
L. Hysterical conversion: 3 
The distribution of morbidity scores for a sample drawn from five Veterans Ad-
ministration hospitals is presented in table 3 of appendix A. The morbidity score norms 
are based on the first 11 factors only, since no data were available on the scales of factor L. 
The largest sample consists ofthe records of225 psychotic patients representing a 10-per-
cent sample of the hospital at Northport, Long Island. A smaller but equally broad sample 
was secured from the VA hospital at Roanoke, Virginia. The hospital at Coatesville, 
Pennsylvania, supplied a sample of the more acutely disturbed patients. Newly admitted 
patients were securedfromLyons,NewJersey,andLexington, Kentucky. Both World War I 
and World War II male veteran-patients are included. 
If data are not available for scoring aparti•cular factor but an estimate is desired 
in order to compute the morbidity score, the mean factor score of the reference population 
may be used. The mean scores for the bipolar factors and the median scores of the unipolar 
factors are presented below to the nea.rest whole number: 
A- 17 D-13 G- 9 J- 10 
B- 4 E- 15 H- 8 K- 10 
c - 3 F- 6 I - 13 
9. SCALE RELIABILITY OF THE MSRPP. The degree ofuniformitywith which pa-
tients can be rated on the MSRPP is relatively high. The actual percentage of agreement 
obtaining in any given situation will be a function of such factors as (a) the clinical skill of 
the judges, (b) their motivation to perform the rating task, (c) the accessibility of the pa-
tient to interviewing, (d) the skill of the interviewer, (e) the clarity and obviousness of the 
scales, and (f) the familiarity of the judges with the schedule. 
In one study of the MSRPP (15), six teams of two raters described a group of 
30 patients on 45 of the scales. Each team rated 5 patients. The best team agreed com-
pletely on 84.5 percent of their ratings, disagreed by 1 point on 11.7 percent, and disagreed 
by 2 points on 1. 7 percent. On 2.2 percent of the ratings one rater regarded the patient as 
unratable while the other was able to assign a rating. 
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The least-agreeing pair of raters coincided completely on 64.5 percent of their 
ratings, disagreed by 1 point on 24.4 percent, and disagreed by 2 points on 1.3 percent. 
However, on 9.8 percent of their ratings one rater regarded the patient as unratable al-
though the other felt able to make a judgment. The raters were all advanced clinical psy-
chology trainees who had been given approximately 10 hours of practice in observing and 
rating. 
Experience indicates that with reasonable care the MSRPP can be rated with a 
high degree of interjudge agreement. It should be clear, however, that reliability of a rat-
ing schedule is a function both of the instrument and the clinician who uses it. 
10. VALIDITY OF THE MSRPP. The schedule was designed primarily to provide a 
relatively objective description of the patient's currently observable clinical condition. In-
sofar as the scales are relevant, reflect the kinds of information concerning psychotic pa-
tients desired, and represent an adequate sample of patient behavior and symptoms, the 
schedule is performing in a "valid" fashion. The utility of the MSRPP for other purposes, 
such as predicting spontaneous recovery, for measuring change resulting from various 
forms of therapy, or for predicting m01:e narrowly, must separately be determined. Data 
concerning such uses are briefly summarized below: 
a. A group of 78 open ward, chronic psychotic patients were compared with a 
group of 238 closed ward patients ( 15). The factor scores of conceptual disorganization, 
perceptual distortion, and motor disturbances, as well as a total severity score, discrimin-
ated at the .001 level of significance between the two groups. It is thus evident that ele-
ments of the MSRPP can discriminate severely ill from mildly ill psychotic patients. 
b. A study of the effects ofstandardprefrontallobotomy on chronic schizophrenic 
patients also offers data with regard to the utility of the MSRPP (4,6). Operated and con-
trol patients were matched on the basis of number and severity of symptoms. Although 
both series showed a tendency to improve over a 3-month interval, the lobotomized series 
showed a significantly greater improvement in overall severity of symptoms. Operated 
and control patients were matched both for number and severity of symptoms and for pre-
operative factor scores. The operated series improved significantly more than the paired 
controls on the factors of paranoid projection (.01 level) and withdrawal (.05 level). The 
lobotomized patients improved significantly more than their matched series on the patterns 
of normality and resistive isolation, as well. The schedule is therefore sensitive to cer-
tain kinds of change in lobotomized patients. 
c. Little data is as yet available as to the utility of elements of the MSRPP to 
predict spontaneous recovery over' varying periods of time. However, four of the factor 
scores, resistiveness, perceptual distortion, motor disturbances, and conceptual dis-
organization, are predictive (at the .02 level or higher) of improvement over a 3-month 
interval for patients with prefrontal lobotomy. The patients studied were chronic schizo-
phrenics ill for 4 years or longer (6). Perceptual distortion and motor disturbances are 
equally predictive over the same time interval for control patients. The best single pre-
dictor of reduction in number and severity of symptoms is the morbidity score. The higher 
the morbidity score the greater the improvement. 
11. AN ILLUSTRATIVE CASE. The recordofpatientXshowninfigure 1 is presented 
to illustrate how ratings on the MSRPP may be evaluated. 
Each of the raw factor scores for this patient, the norm for each factor, and the 
differences are shown below. 
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Factor Factor Norm Diffde'Iicie 
Score 
A Depressed-manic - - - ·~ - - - - - - - 10 17 ' .. 7 
B Compliance-resistiveness - - - - - - -. 12 4 8 
c Paranoid projection - - - - - - - - - - 4 3 1 
.. 
D Inactive -overactive - - - - - - - - - - 7 13.5 6,5 
E Melancholy agitation- - - - - - -· - - - 12 13.5 1.5 
F Perceptual distortion - - - - - - - - - 8 5 -3 
G Motor disturbances - - - - ~ - - - - - 21 9 12: 
H Submissiveness-belligerence - - - - - - 14 11 '3 . ' 
. 
I Withdrawal - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 6 15 9 
' 
. 
J Self-depreciatory-grandiose - - - - - - 11 9 2 
.. 




The patient's factor A score, which is below the norm, indicates he is depressed. 
In fact only 10.9 percent of the hospital populatioD; scores as low or lower. (See table 2.) 
The high score, relative to the norm, or factor B indicates a marked resistiveness.' The 
paranoid projection, factor C, score is close to the norm and fairly typical of the norma-
tive population. 
Patient X's score on factor D is below the norm, and only 1.9 percent of the 
reference population scores this low. The record, therefore, indicates a very low level of 
activity. Turni:n.g to factor scores E and F, melancholy agitation and perceputal distortion, 
we find that they depart little from tp.eir norms. Motor disturbances, on the other hand, 
are conspicuous. A score of 21 is achieved by less than 99 percent of the norm.ative popu-
lation. 
While the belligerence factor score is not far above the norm, ·it is characteristic 
of only about 8 percent of similar patients. Withdrawal tendencies are marked as shown by 
the elevation of factor I above the norm. Factor J appears not to be significant. The con-
ceptual disorganization factor score is elevated not only with respeCt to the norm but as 
compared with the reference· populatiQn. 
Patient X can thus be described as relatively depressed (low A), resistive (high B), 
inactive (low D), manneristic (high G), withdrawn (high I); and disorganized in his thinking 
. (high<K)·. His morbidity ·s.co.re is· a± the 96th percentile .a.s &.hown in tabl_e 3. 
The six patterns may also be applied to a patient's record. The score is simply 
the number of agreements between the pattern and the patient's record. Each coincidence 
is given unit weight. Patient X's scores are 8 on the pattern of mahic excitement, 18 on 
the pattern of mournful depression, and 2 on the pattern of panicky agitation. On 'the ·pat-
tern of resistive isolation it is 12, on the schizophrenic disorganization pattern it is 7, 
while on the pattern of psychotic reorganization ·it is 5. 
Only the mournful depression and resistive isolation pattern scores appear to be 
significant. These scores together give the picture of a withdrawn, resistive catatonic. 
The factor and pattern scores thus agree that this is a withdrawn, resistive, man-
neristic patient with a fairly high degree of conceptual disorganization. Tendencies toward 
morbid paranoid suspicion, grandiosity, or perceptual distortion are insignificant. There 
is also little evidence of agitation or tension in the depressive trends. Even though this 
patient would not be expected to approximate normality as a result of lobotomy, his rela-
tive improvement as compared with other patients with a low morbidity score would be 
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TABLE 1. The Scales Representing Each of the 12 Factors 
A. Retarded depression vs. manic excitement 
# 8 Mute--overtalkative 
#20 Inaudible speech--shouts or yells 
#23 No mood swings--frequent mood swings 
#31 Restrained--uninhibited 
#34 Depressed--elated 
#36 Little feeling shown--overresponsive 
B. Compliance vs. resistiveness 
#32 Oriented for place--disoriented for place 
#48 Cooperative--uncooperative 
#55 No resistance--frequent resistance 
#59 No swallowing of objects--swallows inedible objects 
C. Paranoid projection 
#10 No ideas of influence--believes he is influenced 
#33 No unjustified suspicions--conviction of persecution 
#37 No ideas of reference--ideas of reference 








Movements slowed- -movements hurried 
Worn out--lively 
Not destructive- -destructive 








Placid and relaxed--tense 
Untroubled--paralyzing anxiety 
No body concern--extreme body concern 
No mood swings--frequent mood swings 
Depressed--elated 
Little feeling shown--overresponsive 
No vague fears--anticipates disasters 




Oriented for people--disoriented for people 





No hallucinatory voices--believes in hallucinatory voices 
No talking to voices--talks to voices 
No visions--believes in visions 
No response to visions--responds to visions 
No false beliefs--impossible beliefs 
G. Motor disturbances 
# 2 No bizarre postures--bizarre postures 
# 9 No peculiar movements--peculiar movements 
#15 Oriented for people--disoriented for people 
#18 No recurring thoughts--preoccupied by insistent thoughts 
#20 Inaudible speech--shouts or yells 
#28 No stereotyped speech--stereotyped speech 
#29 No speech blocks--speech blocking 
** These scales must be reversed before summing the rating included in a factor score. 
For a 4-point scale: 1 = 4, 2 = 3, 3 = 2, and 4 = 1. For a 5-point scale: 1 = 5, 2 = 4, 
3 = 3, 4 = 2, and 5 = 1. 
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TABLE 1--Continued 
H. Submissiveness vs. belligerence 
#12 No hostility--extreme hostility 
#43 No profanity--profanity and obscenity 
#47 Rarely irritable--frequent irritability 
#55 No resistance--frequent resistance 
#60 No assaults--assaultive 






Slovenly and dirty--neat and clean 
Never speaks to others--always talking to others 
Just sits--many interests 
Stays by himself--sociable 
J. Self-depreciation vs. grandiose expansiveness 




No feelings of sinfulness--conviction of sinfulness 
Self-depreciatory--conceited . 
No exaggerated self opinion--delusions of grandeur 
Not destructive--destructive 
K. Conceptual disorganization 
# 1 Relevant speech--irrelevant speech 
# 3 Harmony of thought--feeling--disharmony thought and feeling 
# 4 Oriented for time--disoriented for time 
#11 Coherent speech--incoherent speech 
#28 No stereotyped speech--stereotyped speech 
#29 No speech blocks--speec·h blocking 
#38 No false beliefs--impossible beliefs 
L. Hysteric conversion (Tentative) 
#14 Organic factors primary~-rio contributory organic factcirs. 
#19 No use of c.omplaints--frequent use of complaints 
#26 Concerned over handicaps--indifferent to handicaps 
** These scales must be reversed before· summing the rating included in ·a facto·:r score. 
For a 4-point scale: l = 4, 2 = 3, 3 = 2, and 4 = 1. For a 5-point scale: l = 5, 2 = 4, 
3 = 3, 4 = 2, and 5 = 1. 
';• 
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APPENDIX A 
TABLE 2. Cumulative Percentages of Normative Population of 423 Hospitalized 































A B G D E F G H I J 
51.5 
53.0 59.4 1.5 
66.3 68.2 0. 2 36.5 0. 2 3. 2 
2. 2 76.2 77.4 0.7 44. 1 23.9 0.7 5.0 
4.8 86. 0 82.4 1.9 3.0 59. 1 2.4 40.8 2. 2 8. 3 
b. 0 91. 2 85. 6 3. 1 4.4 71.4 13. 6 53.2 5.8 15.3 
7.2 92. 6 91.2 8. 6 7. 6 78.5 46.7 56. 8 13. 5 22.4 
10. 9 95. 0 93.8 20. 7 13. 1 84.8 56.2 68.3 27. 5 72.0 
18. 1 97. 1 95.6 38.3 21. 2 89. 8 65.6 76.4 34.8 80. 8 
26.3 99. 8 100.0 52. 1 31. 6 91. 9 73.0 84.2 46.4 90.6 
33. 1 100.0 60.5 41.4 94.5 81.6 88.8 58. 2 94. 1 
42.8 80. 0 53.7 97.3 90.3 92. 1 80.6 97.9 
47.6 89.5 62.6 99.7 95.5 93. 1 92.3 99.1 
54. 1 93. 6 69.2 96.8 95.9 97.8 99.7 
65.0 95.5 76. 1 100. 0 97.6 97.8 100. 0 100.0 
76.3 97.9 83.3 97.9 99. 8 
82. 1 99.5 89.7 98.7 
89. 1 99. 8 92. 1 99.2 100.0 
91. 5 00.0 94.3 
94.7 95.3 100.0 
96.4 96.8 
98.3 98.0 




TABLE 3. Centiles and Standard Scores Corresponding to Raw Morbidity 
Score Norms--the Mean of the Raw Morbidity Scores Is 32. 19, the 






















Raw Morbidity Standard Raw Morbidity Standard 
Score Interval Gentiles Scores Score Interval Gentiles Scores 
63 and over 98.6 2. 56 36 - 38 68.6 . 33 
60 - 62 96. 6 2. 31 33 - 35 59.0 . 09 
57 - 59 95. 8 2.07 30 - 32 48.3 - . 16 
54 - 56 95. 1 1. 82 27 - 29 39.0 - .41 
. 51 - 53 92. 6 1. 57 24- 26 29.2 
-
. 66 
48 -50 88.3 1. 32 21 - 23 18.9 - .90 
45 - 47 84.2 1. 08 18 - 20 9. 6 -1. 15 
42- 44 80. l . 83 15 - 17 4. 1 -1.40 
39 - 41 74.8 .58 12 - 14 1. 4 -1. 65 
9 - 11 0.3 -1. 89 
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FIGURE 1. Interview Observations of Illustrative Case 
Scale 
relevant speech - - - - - - - - - -
no bizarre postures - - -.- - - -
harmon. thought & feeling -- -
oriented for time - - - - - - - - -
placid and relaxed - - - - - - - -
no feelings of sinfulness ----
slowed reactions ---------
mute - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
no peculiar movements -----
no ideas of influence- - - - - - -
coherent speech----------
no hostility - - - - - - - - -:- - - - -
no specific morbid fears - - - -
organic factors primary ----
oriented for people - - - - - - - -
no hostile impulses----- -- -
untroubled- - - - - - - - - - - - - -
no recurring thoughts ------
no use of complaints-------
inaudible speech- - -- - -----
no body concern- - - - - - - - - -
no hallucinatory voices - - - - -
no talking to voices--------
no mood swings - - - - - - - - - -
no compulsive acts - - - - - - - -
self-depreciatory----- ----
concerned over handicaps - - -
no hallucinatory visions-----
no response to visions- -----
no stereotyped speech- - - - - -
no speech blocks ---- -----
no exaggerated self opinion - -
restrained - - - - - - - - - - - - -
oriented for place- - - - - - - - -
no unjustified suspicions - - - -
depressed--------------
no suicidal thoughts - - - - - - -
little or no feeling - - - - - - - -
no ideas of reference - - - - - -
no false beliefs - - - - - - - - - -
no perplexity- - - - - - - - - - - -
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disharm. thought & feeling 
disoriented for time 
tense 




believes he is influenced 
incoherent speech 
extreme hostility 
disrupted by morbid fears 
no contrib. organic factors 
disorient. for people 
disturb. by hostile impulses 
paralyzing anxiety 
preoc. by insistent thoughts 
freq. use of complaints 
shouts or yells 
extreme body concern 
believes in halluc. voices 
talks to voices 
frequent mood swings 
performs irrational acts 
conceited 
indifferent to handicaps 
believes in halluc. visions 





disoriented for place 
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FIGURE 2. Pattern of Normality on Interview Scales 
Scale 
relevant speech ------ ----
no bizarre postures ----- --
harmon. thought &: feeling - - -
criented for time - - - - - - - - -
placid and relaxed - - - - - - - -
no feelings of sinfulness ----
slowed reactions - - - - - - - - -
mute - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
no peculiar movements - - - - -
no ideas of influence- - - - - - -
coherent speech----------
no hostility - - - - - - -- - - - - -
no specific morbid fears - - - -
organic factors primary - - - -
oriented for people - - - - - - - -
no hostile impulses--------
untroubled- - - - - - - - - - - - - -
no recurring thoughts - - - - - -
no use of complaints-------
inaudible speech- - - - - - - - - -
no body concern- - - - - - - - - -
no hallucinatory voices - - - - -
no talking to voices--------
no mood swings - - - - - - - - - -
no compulsive acts - - -·- - - - -
self-depreciatory---------
concerned over handicaps - - -
no hallucinatory visions-----
no response to visions------
no stereotyped speech- - - - - -
no speech blocks -- ---- ---
no exaggerated self opinion --
restrained - - - - - - - - - - - - -
oriented for place-- -- ---- -
no unjustified suspicions - - - -
depressed- - - -----------
no suicidal thoughts - - - - - - -
little or no feeling - - - - - - - -
no ideas of reference - - - - - -
no false beliefs - - - - - - - - - -
no perplexity- - - - - - - - - - - -
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disharm. thought &: feeling 
disoriented for time 
tense 




believes he is influenced 
incoherent speech 
extreme hostility 
disrupted by morbid fears 
no contrib. organic factors 
disorient. for people 
disturb. by hostile impulses 
paralyzing anxiety 
preoc. by insistent thoughts 
freq. use of complaints 
shouts or yells 
extreme body concern 
believes in halluc. voices 
talks to voices 
frequent mood swings 
performs irrational acts 
conceited 
indifferent to handicaps 
believes in halluc. visions 





disoriented for place 
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FIGURE 3. Patterns of Manic Excitement, Mournful Depression, and 
Panicky Agitation on Interview Scales 
Pattern of manic Pattern of mournful Pattern of panicky 
excitement: manic- depression: manic- agitation: agitated. 
depressive psychosis, depressive psychosis, depression 
manic phase depressive phase 
No. Rating No. Ratin·g No. Rating 
1 1 2 3 4 u 1 ~2 3 4 u 1 1 2 3 4 u 2 1 2 3 4 u 2 2 u 2 1 2 3 4 u 
3 1 2 3 4 u 3 2 3 4 u 3 1 2 3 4 u 
4 Q) 2 3 4 5 u 4 2~5 u 4 1 2 3 4 5 u 5 1 2@ 4 u 5  4 u 5 1 2 3 ~ u 




u 6 1 q>cp u 
7 1 2 3~U 7 u 7 1 4 5 u 
8 1 2 3 4 u 8 1 3 4  u 8 1 2q>4 5U 
9 cb 2 3 u 9 1 2 3 4 u 9 1 2 4 u 
10 2 3 4 u 10 cp 3 4 u 10 1 2 3 4 u 
11 1 2 3 4 u 11 2 3 4 u 11 1 2 3 4 u 
12 1 2 3 4 5 u 12 c:p2345 u 12 12345U 
13 1 2 3 4 u 13 ·1~~4 u 13 1 2 Cf~ u 14 cb 2 3 4 u 14 u 14 1 2 u 
15 20 4 u 15 1 2 4 u 15 1 2 3 4 u 
16 1 2 4 u 16 cp 2 3 4 u 16 i~® ~ 17 1 2 3 4 u 17 
2! 
u 17 
18 1 2 3 4 u 18 1 2 4 u 18 1  u 19 1 2 3 4 u 19 W,5 u 19 1 2 3 ·- u 20 123@)5U 20 u 20 1 2 3 5 u 21 ~ 2 3 4 u 21 tB 3 4 u 21 1~@ u 22 .2 3 4 u 22 u 22 1 2 4 u 
22a 2 3 4 u 22a 2 3 4 u 22a CD 2 3 4 u 
23 
1 ~ q>~ g 23 1 2 3 4 u 23 1 2c:w4 u 24 24 134 u 24 1 2 4 u 25 1*~5u 25 3 4 5 u 25 ffiCY 3 4 5U 26 ~ 2 i 4 ~ 26 3 4 u 26 2 3 4 u 27 27 3 4 u 27 1@ 3 4 u 27a 2 3 4 u 27a 3 4 u 27a CD 2 3 4 u 
28 2 3 4 u 28 3 4 u 28 1 ~ 3 4 u 29 2 & 4 u 29 1 2~@ u 29 1 3 4 u 
30 1{] 3@ u 30 ~4 u 30 CD 3 4 u 31 cb2345U 31 3 4 5 u 31 1 2 3 @ 5 u 
32 2 3 4 u 32 3 4 u 32 1 2 3 4 u 
33 1 2 3 4 u 33 ~4 u 33 cb@ 3 4 u 34 l 2 3~U 34 4 5 u 34 2 3$5 u 35 1 2 3 u 35 ~ u 35 1~4 u 36 1 2 3 4 @)u 36 5 u 36 l2345U 
37 ~ 2 3 4 u 37 1 2 3 4 u 37 cb 2 3 u 38 2 3 4 u 38 1@ 3 4 u 38 2 3 4 u 
39 2 3 4 u 39 1 2 & 4 u 39 1 2 3@ u 
40 2 3 4 u 40 1 2 3 @) u 40 1 2 3 4 u 
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FIGURE 4. Patterns of Resistive Isolation, Schizophrenic Disorganization, 
and Psychotic Reorganization on Interview Scales 
Pattern of resistive 
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AFPEfiDix B 
THE MULTIDIMENSIONAL SCALE FOR RATING PSYCHIATRIC PATIENTS 
(HOSPITAL FORM) AND SUMMARY SHEET 
. 2.5 




(l) To rate, encircle on each scale the number of that entry most characteristic or 
typical of the patient for the period studied. 
Of course, no patient is entirely uniform or consistent in the behavior or symp-
toms that he exhibits. His behavior will vary during the interview, with the types of per-
sonalities he encounters, from one situation to the next, and from day to day. In rating it 
is necessary to abstract out of the range of behavior exhibited that which is most charac-
teristic of the patient. Minor deviations or change may be ignored unless they are the 
bases for rating on a particular scale. 
If more than one description appears to be applicable, encircle that entry which 
is most nearly correct. 
(2) If apatientisunratablewithrespecttoagivenscale, circle the "U" and specify the 
reason why he is unratable. Not all scales are equally applicable to all patients rated. 
For example, there may be no basis for rating an apathetic patient as to mood level, and 
there is no basis for rating a mute patient for relevance of speech. In some instances in-
formation relative to a given scale will not have bee.n elicited. In other instances, it will 
be difficult to judge which end of the scale is most characteristic of the patient because he 
is extremely variable in his behavior. However, the entry "U" should be used as little as 
possible if a reliable description of the patient is desired. 
{3) In making a rating, compare the patient with a "normal" individual of similar 
age and sex unless the scale calls for other standards of com paris on. 
(4) Rate only patients you have seen in interview or observed on the ward. Do not 
.rate the patient on the basis of prior condition or social history. 
(5) Guard against rating on the basis of a single overall impression of the patient. 
The effect of the impression or "halo" is to force individual ratings in the direction of the 
general impression. For example, a patient regarded as an hysteric is sometimes rated 
as very excitable although such behavior has not been observed and cannot be inferred ex-
cept from the diagnosis itself. Such a rating may not really apply to this particular cas e. 
To avoid this, consider each rating scale individually for the particular person without re-
gard for his diagnosis. 
(6) Do not spend much time on any one scale. If you do not feel able to reach a deci-
sion quickly, go to the next scale and come back to it later. Experience has shown that the 
initial judgment is more likely to be correct than the judgment following lengthy and con-
flicted thinking. 
(7) Do not hesitate to give extreme ratings if they are warranted. Judges naturally 
tend to rate towards the middle of a scale and are often too timid about rating an individual 
as very high or low. 
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6. Does he tend to feel or to believe on slight evidence or without good reason that he is 
unworthy, sinful, evil, or guilty? 
1 2 3 4 u 
No feelings Unwarranted Conviction Conviction 
or ideas of feelings of of unusual of unpardonable 
sinfulness sinfulness sinfulness sins and crimes 
and guilt 
7. Compared with others are his reactions (walking, talking, gestures) slower and more 
deliberate? Or, do they appear faster or hurried. 
~l----------~--~2~--------------~3~------------~4~------------~5 u 
Markedly A little As fast A little Conspicuously 
slower or slower as average faster faster or 
deiayed hurried 
8. Compared to the average person, how.taciturn or talkative is he? Judge only the 
amount of speech; do not consider its relevance nor whether it was spontaneous or 


















9. Does he exhibit any repeated peculiar inappropriate gestures, grimaces, or manner-
istic movements? (Do not confuse with compulsive acts which the patient recognizes 










10. Does he tend to suspect or to believe on slight evidence or without good reason that 
people and external forces are trying to or now do influence his behavior and control 
his thinking? 
1 2 3 4 u 
No Inclined to Believes Believes he is 
unjustified suspect others are influenced 
suspicions trying to or controlled 
control him 
29 
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16. How often is he disturbed or made anxious by impulses to commit a criminal or hostile 
act? (Desire to stab, beat, or kill someone: to set fire to a dwelling; defecate on 















17. Is he, or does he easily become, concerned, uneasy, or apprehensive to ·a degree not 
called for by external circumstances? 
l 2 3 4 u 
Unconcerned A little Distinctly Paralyzing 
anxious anxious or disrupting 
anxiety 
18. Does he have insistent, recurring useless thoughts? How oftendo·they recur and to 
what degree is he able to halt or control them? 
l 2 3 4 u 
Do not occur Recur Recur Much 
occasionally. frequently. preoccupied. 
Can control Halted with Cannot banish 
or stop. difficulty. or control. 
19. How frequently does he appear to_ make use of physical disease symptoms or com-









Uses complaints Makes very 




20. Compared: to others, how loud or intense is his speech? Is it barely audible or is it 






less audible · 




4 5. u 
Distinctly Shouts 
louder or or yells 
more intense 
31 
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25. Consider how favorab1y.he appears to regard himself. Does he tendtobe self-
depreciatory (feel inferior, inadequate) or conceited (feel self-assured, important, 
superior)? 
1 2 3 4 5 u 
Conspicuously Inclined to be Neither Inclined to be Conspicuously 
self- self- self- self- conceited 
depreciatory depreciatory depreciatory important 
nor conceited 
26. If he has a recognized crippling or disabling phykical handicap is he concerned or 
indifferent to it? Does he act as if his handicap dicl not exist? (Paralysis, anesthe-
















27. Does he report or admit to seeing hallucinatory images of objects or persons? To 
what extent does he believe in their independent existence? Inferences as to halluci-
natory visions should be recorded on No. 27a. 
1 2 3 4 
No evidence of Realizes they Thinks they Certain they u 
hallucinations do not exist probably exist 
from patient exist 
27a. How frequently does he appear to look, gesticulate at, speak to, or shy away from in-
visible (hallucinatory) persons or objects? 
1 2 
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29. Is his speech irregularly interrupted, halted, or blocked for varying periods of time 
because he is not able to put the idea he has in words? (Do not rate stuttering, stam-















30. Does he have an exaggeratedly high opinion of himself or an unjustified belief or con-


















31. Compared to others, is he controlled, restrained, inhibited and unable to show feeling, 


















32. How well oriented is he as to where he is? Does he know (a) that he is in a hospital; 













33. Does he tend to suspect or to believe on slight evidence or without good reason that 
some people are against him (persecuting, conspiring, cheating, depriving, punishing) 
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34. Consider his typical emottonal tone or mood. Is he depressed or elated? If a patient 



















35. Does he admit to having suicidal thoughts or impulses? How often is he troubled or 













36. How emotionally responsive does he appear to be? Does he tend to show an under-
reaction or an over-reaction to situations? 
1 
















37. Does he tend to suspect or to believe on slight evidence or without good reason that 














38. Is there evidence of false ideas or beliefs? If present, are these ideas or beliefs (a) 
sufficiently plausible as to be accepted byanormal person uninformed as to the facts; 
(b) implausible but not impossible; (c) impossible or bizarre (e. g., mind controlled 
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39. Is he in doubt or uncertain as to what should be done about something he regards as 
important? Does he seem perplexed or bewildered by some disturbing, puzzling prob-
lem or d.ecision? 










40. Does he admit or report a feeling of fear about vague unknown events which may take 
place in the future'? Or, does he anticipate without good reason, tragic, inescapable 
misfortunes or disasters? 
















This part of the Multidimensional Scale was designed to be filled out either by 
(a) the psychiatric aide or nurse whoknowsthepati.ent well (1 to 2 weeks observation), 
or , 
(b) a psychiatrist or psychologist upon the basis of information secured by interview-
ing the psychiatric aide or nurse who knows the patient well. 
The Observer 
To be a qualified observer, the psychiatric aide or nurse should have worked on psychiatric 
wards for at least 3 months. He (or she) should also be given some training in observing 
and rating patient behavior on the MSRPP. 
Rating Procedure 
36 
(a) For the psychiatric aide or nurse. 
It is extremely important to make practice ratings on a few patients and discuss 
these with the psychiatrists, psychologists, or ward physician. 
(b) For the psychiatrist or psychologist. 
The interview with the psychiatric aide or nurse may be conducted by reading the 
standard question, such as "How well does he usually eat?" The information re-
ported is then used for making a· rating. Of course, the interviewer need not limit 
himself to the questions provided, but may continue questioning until an adequate 
description necessary for rating is obtained. 
Care should be taken not to use suggestive or leading questions. The observer 
should be urged to report what he knows in simple non~echnicallanguage. 
If an aide or nurse is asked to report on or to rate a patient he should be told in 
advance, in order that he have opportunity to observe the patient on all the required 
a·reas of behavior. 
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42. How much does he move around? Does he sit all day unless pushed to follow routine? 













































45. When in action (walking, talking, dressing, eating), does he move slower, faster, or at 
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47. Compared to others, how often is he irritable and grouchy? How often does he show 




























49. How often does he have difficulty in going to sleep? How often does he wake l!lp and 










sedative or gets 
less than 
4 hours sleep 
u 
50. Does he need help, direction, or special attention on any of the following: (a) dress-
ing, (b) bathing, (c) shaving, (d) getting up in the morning, (e) going to bed, (f) going 





On 1 or 2 
3 
On 3 or 4 
4 






51. Is he assigned to a job on which he works regularly all day or part of the day? Or, 














either all day 









5Z. Typically how much .does he talk if spoken to? 
answer ~;;,:!~p~:on ::~~;~ ;:r'~:n Hard ;o "top I U Only 3 or 4 words Does not 1 2 
53. Does he typically keep himself clean or must he be remi~ded to wash or be wasJed? 
Does he keep himself neat and his hair combed, or, are his clothes unbuttoned, !lis-











As neat and 
























Does he resist, refuse, or fight against doing the ordinary things expected of hi'rn, 
such as dressing, washing, going to be, or getting out of bed? If he pays no attentidm, 













56. How often does he speak to others? Does he ask for things, say hello, ask questio~s, 
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57. ~~w ~IJ;luch inte:rest l~es he show' in the thing~ ~~iw~l~:iJ: a:roUI);U him? ~~Jlhi:d:t,i: ·o~;t!J.e fol-
Jwing, does he do: . (a) listen to the :radio orn~aifch televi.sion; (b) play ball or ping 
lfong; (c) :read news ape:rs o:r magazin~s; (d) p~,;.yj.'cards or checkers; (e) talk about 




in nofing. or more Ju~tr 
58. roes he stay by himself and avoid others, or does he like being with people? 
1 
Doesn't chew, 














About as much 






60. ~oes he ever hit or assault anyone? 
t~~l----~~2·~--~~3 Nev Occasionally Fairly ofteri. Must be watched. 
i 
4 









. <~--;[~~-- Does he ever tease, pick on, browbeat or bully oth.ers? 
l 2 3 
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THE MULTIDIMENSIONAL SCALE 
For Rating Psychiatric Patients* 




harmon. thought & feeling------
oriented for time--------------
placid and relaxed-------------




no ideas of influence-----------
coherent speech---------------
no hostility -------------------
no specific morbid fears -------
organic factors primary--------








no talking to voices------------
no mood swings ---------------
no compulsive acts ------------
self-depreciatory--------------
concerned over handi.;:aps ------
no hallucinatory visions--------
no response to visions ---------
no stereotyped speech----------
no speech blocks --------------
no exaggerated self opinion-----
restrained--------------------
oriented for place -------------
no unjustified suspicions -------
depressed --------------------
no suicidal thoughts------------
little .or no feeling-------------
no ideas of reference ----------
no false beliefs----------------
no perplexity------------------




























































































3 4 5 
3 4 
3 4 
3 4 5 












3 4 5 
3 4 











3 4 5 
3 4 
3 4 
3 4 5 
3 4 


















































disharm. thought & feeling 
disoriented for time 
tense 




believes he is influenced 
incoherent speech 
extreme hostility 
disrupted by morbid fears 
no contrib. organic factors 
disorient. for people 
disturb. by hostile impulses 
paralyzing anxiety 
preoc. by insistent thoughts 
freq. use of complaints 
shouts or yells 
extreme body concern · 
believes in halluc. voices 
talks to voices 
frequent mood swings 
performs irrational acts 
conceited 
indifferent to handicaps 
believes in halluc. visions 





disoriented for place 
conviction of persecution 
elated 
suicidal preoccupation 
overr esponsi ve 




*Developed by Maurice Lorr, Ph. D., Richard L. Jenkins, M. D., and James Q. Holsop-
ple, Ph. D. 
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Ward Observations 
Scale No. Rating 
tube fed----------------·------ 41 1 2 3 4 5 u 
underactive------------------- 42 l 2 2 4 5 u 
no profanity ------------------ 43 1 2 3 4 5 u 
does not talk to self ----------- 44 1 2 3 4 u 
r.nover.nents slowed ------------ 45 1 2 3 4 5 u 
worn out --------------------- 46 1 2 3 4 u 
rarely irritable--------------- 47 1 2 3 4 u 
cooperative------------------- 48 1 2 3 4 u 
no sleep difficulty------------- 49 1 2 3 4 u 
no help needed---------------- 50 1 2 3 4 5 u 
works regularly--------------- 51 1 2 3 4 u 
does not answer--------------- 52 1 2 3 4 5 u 
slovenly and dirty------------- 53 1 2 3 4 u 
sensible speech--------------- 54' 1 2 3 4 u 
no resistance----------------- 55 1 2 3 4 u 
never speaks to others--------- 56 1 2 3 4 u 
just sits---------------------- 57 1 2 3 4 5 u 
stays by hir.nself 
--------------
58 1 2 3 4 u 
no swallowing of objects ------- 59 1 2 3 4 u 
no assaults------------------- 60 1 2 3 u 
no bullying 
-------------------
61 1 2 3 u 
not destructive---------------- 62 1 2 3 u 
The Factors: 
A B £ D E 
# 8 #32 #10 *#34 # 5 
#20 #48 #33 #42 #17 
/f23 #55 #37 #45 #21 
#31 #59 #46 #23 
#34 #62 *#34 
#36 #36 
#40 
H I J K L 
#12 #53 *# 6 # 1 #14 
#43 #56 #25 # 3 #19 
#47 #57 #30 # 4 #26 










profanity and obscenity 







does no work 
talks excessively 
neat and clean 
speech not sensible 
frequent resistance 





teases and bullies 
destructive 
F G 
#15 # 2 
#16 # 9 
#22 #15 
or #22a #18 
#27 #20 





CO (C) (1) (1A) (1BB) (8) (SA) (9) (9D) (10} (10CA) 
DO (M}-1 (3B}-2 (3X}-5 (8}-1 
RO (M)-1 (AM)-1 (3X}-5 (8}-l (10)-5 Plus Balance* 
November 16, 1953 
CNR (M}-1 (AM)-1 (3B}-2 (3X}-5 (8}-2 (lOM}-3 (lOE}-10 Plus Balance* 
HP &: CND . 
(M)-1 (AM}-1 (3}-2 (3X)-5 (lOM}-3 (lOE}-10 Plus Balance* 
AMO - 5 copies each 
Figures outside parentheses indicate quantity. 




VINELAND SocsAl MATURITY ScALE 
EDGAR A. DOLL, Director of :&uearc1l 
The Training School at Vineland, New Jerae1J 




---------------------------------------------------------------------------- Descent ---------------------- Born 
Year MoJO tit 
l. ---------------------- I.Q. ---------------------- Test Used --------------------------When ------------------ Age 
MoniJLu 
!pation ----------------------------------------------------------------------- Class ------------·-······--·-Years Ex:p. Schooling 
iter's Occupation Closs ----------------------Years Ex:p. Schooling 
her's Occupation -·-··----------·-·--······-······-···-·····--····-···--- Class ----·-···-----··--·-····years Ex:p. Schoollng ---------------
.rmant --------------------------------------------------------------- Relationship ----------------------------------------..Recorder -------------------·------------
~rmant's est. ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------.Basal Score* -------------------· 





Social quotient · -------------------
~ Levelal 
0-I 
1. ''Crows'' ; laughs ---------------------------------------------------------------------·-----------------------------------------------------------------
2. Balances head --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
3. Grasps object within reach ------------------------ -------------------------------··c·----------------------------------------------------------
4. Reaches for familiar persons ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------· 
5. Rolls over ------·------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
6: Reaches for nearby objects -------------------------------------------------------------------------------: _________________________________ _ 
7. Occupies . self unattended ------~------------------------------------------------"----------------------------------------------------------------
8. Sits unsupported ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------··-·······-----------------------------
9. Pulls self upright --------------------------------------------------------··---------------------------------------------------------------
1 0. ''Talks'' ; imitates sounds ------------------------------------------------------------.-------------------------------------------· 
11. Drinks from cup or glass assisted --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
12. Moves about on floor ------------------------------------------~----------------------·--------------------------------------------------------
13., Grasps with thumb and finger --------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------~---------------------------
14. Demands personal attention --------------------------------------------~------------------------------------------------------~---------
15. Stands alone ------------------------------------------------------------------------·-----------------------------------------------------------
16. Do~s not drool ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
17. Follows simple instructions -------------------------~------------------------·--------------------------------------------------------
'or method of .scoring see Manual of Direetlona. 
v- V1 
57. Uses skates, sled, wagon -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------· 
58. Prints simple words ----------------------------------.---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
59. Pia ys sim pie table games ----------------------- __ --------------------.---------------------------------------------------------------------~­
. 60. Is trusted with money -----------------------------,------~---------------------------------~---------------------------------------
61. Goes to school · unattended ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~------------
VI-Vll 
62. Uses table knife for sprea.dlng -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
63. Uses pencil for writing ---------------------------"----------------------------------------------------------------
64. Bathes self assisted -----------------------------------c----------------------------------------------------------
65. Goes to bed unassisted ------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
VII-Vlll 
66. Tells time to quarter hour ----------------------------------------------------------------· ----'-----
67. Uses table knife for cutting --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
68. Disavows literal Santa Claua ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
6 9. P artici pates in pre-adolescent play ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------: ___ _ 
70. Combs or brushes hair -----------------------------------------~--------------------------------------------------------------------------
Vlll-IX 
71. Uses tools or utensils --------------------------------------- _____ -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
72. Does routine hou.Sehold tasks ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------,_-------------------
7 3. Reads on own :initiative ---------------------------- ___ -----------------------------------------------------~-----------------------------------
7 4. Bathes ·self unaided ------------------------------------ .. -------------------- ----------------·------------------------------------------------------
IX-X 
75. Cares for self at table --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------.--------------------
7 6. 111akes min or purchases --------------------------.. -______ -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
77. Goes about home town freely -------------~------ ·······-----------------··--··-·------------------------------------------------------------
X-XI 
78. Writes· occasional short letters ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------·--------------
7 9. Makes telephone calls -------------------------------· ...... ---------------------------------------------------------------------·---------------·--· 
80. Does small remunerative work 
81. Answers ads; purchases by mail 
XI- XII 
82. Does simple· creative work ---------------------- __ ..... ----------------------· ------------------------------------------------------------------
83. Is left to care for. self or others ---------------- ····--·-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
84. Enjoys books, newspapers, magazines 
XII-XV 
85. Plays difficult games -------------------------------·-····--···-·--·-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
86. Exercises complete care of dress -------------········---··--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
87. Buys own clothing accessori~s -------------·-········--·----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
88. Engages in a9.ole8cent group activities .. -------------------···------------------------------------------------------------------;-,,---







Copyright, @, 1955. The Psychological Corporation, 522 Fifth Ave., New York 36, N.Y. Copyright in Canada. All rights reserved. 
Patient's Name: ______________________________ _ ge, ______ ...:;e,..._ ___ _ 
Date Observations Bega.rL------------------.L ate of Rating~-----------
InstitutiO•lL ______________________ War·ud _____ Ratings Made by· ____ _ 
Instructions to Rater: 
L Print the requested infomation in the spaces above. 
2. Each scale consists of three or four descriptive statements. For each scale, select the one statement 
which best describes the patient's behavior and draw a circle around the number found at the right of that 
statement. 
I II III IV v VI VII 
Gives no evidence of difficulty in sleeping. 0 
,. 
Without sedation may have difficulty in falling asleep, or sleep is readily or spontaneausly 1-- 1--
interrupted. 1 
Without sedation long periods of wakefulness at night. 2 f-.-
Acute insomnia; without sedatives gets less than 4 hours sleep in 24. 3 
t--
Rate of change of ideas (e.g., topics of conversation) does not appear to be accelerated, 
nDr are changes conspicuously abrupt. 0 1--
Ideas may change abruptly. 1 
Ideas are in the process of rapid and constant change. 2 t--
Ideas change with spontaneous and. unpredictable rapidity as to make sustained conversation f---
impossible. 3 
No evidence that he imagines people (who probably are wholly indifferent to him) have J--
an anioraus interest in him. 0 
Believes (without justification) that certain persons have an amorous interest in him. 1 
Believes (without justification) that a sexual union has occurred or has been formally 1--
arranged for him •. 2 
No evidence far obsessional (repetitive, stereotyped) thinking. 0 1--
Obsessive thoughts recur but can be banished without difficulty. 1 
Patient is able to banish obsessive thoughts but only with difficulty. 2 
Cannot banish or control obsessive thoughts. 3 t--
No evidence that patient oonsiders himself to be particularly unworthy or blameworthy. 0 
Patient tends to blame himself or refer to his unworthiness. 1 
Patient blames and criticizes self to an unrealistic and inappropriate degree. 2 1---
Patient appears to have a delusional belief thJ!t he is an extraordinarily evil, unworthy 
or guilty person. 3 












Not conspicuously laCKing 1n st:u~l::l~::~ta-uvljuc:;oo. 
General maimer and verbal expressions mild. 
Desires and ·opinions can be overridden by a dominant personality. 
Appears to give in easily to the desires and. opinions of others. 
Is not particularly overactive. 
J:vloderately overactive, e.g., toys with objects, frequently changes his sitting position. 
Noticeably restless, but able to stay quiet upon request. 
In almost constant movement-uncomfortable if required to remain still. 
Appears to be reasonably appreciative of the feelings of others. 
Indicates that he is aware of the moods or feelings of others, but shows little personal 
concern; behavior is not influenced in any discernible, helpful, or sympathetic way. 
Apparently unaware of the feelings of others. 
No discernible psychological use made of physical disease symptoms. 
Use is made of physical disease symptoms to gain attention or to dramatize self. 
Use is made of physical disease symptoms for evading responsibilities, justifying failures, etc. 
Eats adequate serving. 
J!;ats indifferently and may leave food unless urged to finish. 
Voluntarily eats very little and may require coaxing or spoon-feeding. 
Refilses to eat. 
Does not appear to be impudent or cocky. 
Noticeably impudent. 
Aggressively impudent- almost invariably impolite. 
Deliberately disrupts routines, demoralizes situations. 
Confesses no particular irritability. 
Does not voluntarily express irritation, but admits it if asked. 
Readily expresses his irritation and dissatisfaction. 
Temper tantrums, gross rage reactions. 
No evidence of social withdrawal. 
Does iwt appear to seek out the company of other people. 
Definitely avoids people. 
No evidence of a particular loudness of voice or noisiness of manner. 
Manner of speech has an insistent quality. (Voice seems to cai:ry particularly well.) 
Raises voice as if he desired that all in his vicinity should hear him. 












































15. No complaint of phobias or phobic reactions (i.e., specific, isolated, inappropriate fears). 
Patient experiences phobic reactions in certain situations. 
Phobic reactions have affected patient's current behavior. 
Patient's behavior is greatly disrupted or delimited by his phobias. 
16. Is as neat, orderly and continent as physical circumstances or physiological conditions permit. 
Often disheveled because of own negligence or indifference. 
Slovenly, unkempt, unclean, eats sloppily because of own negligence or indifference. 
Incontinent because of own negligence or indifference. 
17. No evidence that patient is excessively concerned with plans, projects or activities. 
Is conspicuously busy with plans, projects or activities. 
Is engrossed in plans, p·rojects or activities to a degree which is at variance with his present 
circumstances or limitations. 





Has vague feelings of foreboding or misfortune. 
Has definite feeling that something bad is going to happen which will involve him or his 
family (but thete is no evidence upon which to base such a prediction). 
Definite feelings of impending, inescapable, personal doom or catastrophe (but there is no 
apparent basis for this -strong fear). 
No complaint of, or evidence for compulsive behavior. (Note: do not confuse with impulsive 
behavior.) 
Aware of inclination toward compulsive acts but can resist the compulsion without distress. 
If compulsion is resisted, distress is experienced. 
Cannot resist compulsive acts. 
No evidence of optimism or overconfidence. 
Conspicuously optimistic or overconfident. 
Gross exaggeration of ability and well-being. 
No apparent intrapsychic difficulty in carrying out plans. 
Fluctuating attitude toward his plans. 
Unable to stick to or carry out any plan. 
Expresses no particular lack of hope. 
Expresses pessimism with respect to own situation or problem, but does not consider his 
case hopeless. 

































''3'= .~' I·.;-=-~~~~::::~'\l~!·_·~t~i~j Of P~n~t-c~C':··:11~11l•n~t~-hJ~Pf~~l'f~·rl:~(:~h-c_eoliJ~io{,~V~I"-_t_h_a_t--.a-tt-em_p_ts_;t_O_:h_e_l_p-__h_i_m_"""_"_n_l_b_e_oS_U_C-Ce-S-Sfu_s_~:-b-:-Q-,-al--_S ---(_p_._
3
_)_-t--t---'-r~"'-,C-''t= ~-=-- . -- . . - • - ! 
1 aKes e1anorare precauuons w mamram we ngnr Kma or 1mpresswn wnn otners. z 
- - - - - - --Fears others misunderstand him or have wrong impression and feels that he must clarify ~ 
-his role, e.g., make his interests or activities plausible. 3 
24. Patient's thinking does not appear to be bizarre or obscur-e. 0 
Patient's thinking appears to be vague and obscure. 1 
Patient's thinking appears to be obscure and is· characterized by bizarre and unusual ideas. 2 I--
Some important features of the patient's thinking are clearly delusional. 3 
25. No complaints o:i: symptoms of physical disease or disability. 0 
Organic elements comprise the major component underlying complaints--symptoms of 
physical disease or disability. 1 
Organic elements are but a minor component underlying complaints or symptoms of physical -
disease or disability. 2 
' 
Organic basis for complaints or symptoms of physical disease or disability no longer present 
if ever present. 3 
" 26. Does not express any feeling that he has been misused in any way. 0 
Feels that there may .be people who would like to see him fail or be unhappy. 1 I--
Feels that people may conspire to keep him from getting what is justly his. 2 
Feels that he is systematically persecuted by individuals or groups who desire to deprive, 1--defame or punish him. 3 
27. No evidence that patient feels that others seek to spy upon or control his behavior or thought. 0 
Wonders if -others have a particular interest in his thoughts or personal behavior. 1 
Wonders if others attempt to influence his behavior in some unkn·own manner or attempt I--
to control his thoughts. 2 
Believes that others influence his behavior in some strange manner or control his thoughts. 3 
28. No complaint of subjectively experienced anxiety. 0 
Experiences at least minor feelings of anxiety. 1 
" 
-
Experiences anxiety which is strong enough to make him express acutely uncomfortable -
feelings. 2 
Is despjlrately distressed by his anxiety and considers it to be intolerable. 3 -
29. Presents no complaint or symptom of organic pathology or malfunctioning. 0 
Presents symptoms of organic pathology or malfunctioning which was not caused by emotional 
factors. 1 
Presents organic pathology or malfunctioning which was caused in part or greatly aggra- -
vated by emotional factors. 2 
Presents organic pathology or malfunctioning which probably was caused by emotional 
factors. 3 
30. Does not appear to be attention-demanding. 0 I--
In conversation, usually brings attention of others to his own role. 1 
Engages insistently in description. of own role or difficulties. 
-
2 
Dramatically attention-demanding. 3 I--
31. No evidence of slowing of responses. 0 
Actions have a deliberate quality. No evidence of haste. 1 
,-1------:-.: -~: :-




All overt activity is at a minimum. Patient is loath to move and all motions te.nd to be ::;:;iV :•: 
tediously slow. 3 
Subtotals (p. 4) 
Patient believes that he possesses an unusual degree of knowledge or power. 1 :; ,: 
Patient believes that he possesses a knowledge or power which transcends realistic limitations. 2 
Patient has fantastically grandiose notions concerning his knowledge or power. 3 -
33. Realizes his difficulty is a long standing difficulty of personality. 0 
Acknowledges that his problem may be a current difficulty of personality. I 
- -
Does not believe he now has a psychological problem, but may describe traumatic episodes 
or past great emotional difficulty (minimizes any personality basis for his present difficulty) • 2 
Does not believe he now has or has had ,a JlSychological problem, may blame current symp- - -
toms on specific reverses, illness or injury. 3 
34. No evidence of compulsive (repetitive, nonadaptive, uneconomical) behavior. 0 
-
Acts judged to be compulsive are performed from time t.o time but not every day. I 
Compulsive acts occur daily. 2 f--
Compulsive acts are practically continuous. 3 -
35. Rate of speech is uniform. 0 
Rate of speech is discernibly variable. I 
Great variation occurs in rate of speech over short periods of time (abrupt, explosive -
changes). 2 
36. Patient is not belligerent. 0 
-
~ 
Is observed to be belligerent on provocation. I 
Belligerent or combative on slight or imagined provocation. 2 -
Spontaneously initiates physical assaults. 3 -
-
37. No discernible mood fluctuations. 0 
- :---
Discernible mood fluctuations. I 
Frequent marked changes in mood. 2 
Gross mood changes very frequent and abrupt-almost instantaneous. 3 - :---
38. No evidence of thoughts of suicide. 0 
Some evidence for, or admissions of thoughts of suicide. I 
Has been repeatedly aware of suicidal thoughts or impulses. 2 I--
Has made attempts at suicide. 3 
39. Affective responses judged to be at least as intense as the situation would ordinarily elicit. 0 I'-' " 
r--
Affective responses judged to be less intense than the situation probably requires. I I" ,", t---
'• 




40. Has no apparent disabling or handicapping physical condition. 0 :' ;- I> 
Knows he has handicapping physical symptoms and shows at least ordinary concern over them. I 
Will show concern over recognized handicapping physical symptoms only when they are 
t---discussed or possibly at the moment when the sjmptoms are obviously inconvenient. 2 
Expresses no concern over symptoms which are reCognized by patient as physical handicaps, ~~ - which ordinarily would be of great concern.,_, - ' ' 3 
41. No evidence of difficulty in making, decisions. 0 
Reports uncertainty and postponement of decisions. I I'",,, 
Cannot make decisions without advice or pressure. 2 r---
Cannot make decisions. 3 f---
Subtotals (p. 5) 
STANDARD CLUSTER ScoRE EQUIVALENTs oF RAw CLUSTER ScoREs 
! Raw Cluster Scores 
I II ill IV v VI VII vm IX 
' 
Hebe-
Standard Schizo- Paranoid phrenic Standard 
Cluster Score Acute Conversion Manic Depressed phrenic Ex- Paranoid Schizo- Schizo- Phobic Cluster Score 
Value Anxiety Hysteria State State citement Condition phrenic phrenic Compulsive Value 
l 0-3 0-l 0-3 0-2 0-5 0-l 0-2 0-2 0-l l 
2 4-7 2-3 4-7 3-5 6-ll 2-3 3-5 3-5 2-3 2 
3 8-ll 4-5 8-ll 6-8 12-17 4-5 6-8 6-8 4-5 3 
4 12~15 6-7 12-15 9-ll 18-23 6-7 9-ll 9-ll 6-7 4 
5 16-19 8-9 16-19 12-14 24-29 8-9 12-14 12-14 8-9 5 
6 20-23 10-ll 20-23 15-17 30-35 lO-ll 15-17 15-17 10-ll 6 
7 24-27 12-13. 24-27 18-20 36-41 12-13 18-20 18-20 12-13 7 
8 28-31 14-15 28-31 21-23 42-47 14-15 21-23 21-23 14-15 8 
9 32-3.5 16-17 32-35 24-26 48-53 16-17 24-26 24-26 16-17 9 










No evidence of strong opinions. 
Tends to be strongly opinionated. 
Obviously misuses facts in finding evidence for, or defending his strong opinions. 
Statements of opinions or defenses of them involve exceptions to well-known physical laws. 
No complaint of perceptual disturbance; 
Often uncertain or mistaken of the nature of indistinct stimuli. Wonders if an object seen 
"out of the tail of the eye" did move--vague sounds often remind him of someone's voice, 
or of certain words, but patient always realizes that these interpretations are false. 
Has hallucinatory experiences, but is usually aware at the time, or shortly thereafter, that they 
are merely hallucinations. 
Experiences hallucinations and is unable to distinguish between them and real experience. 
Age, education and physical status considered, patient's memory for life history is very good. 
Patient's memory for life history events may be somewhat inferior but the faults do not 
appear to be psychologically significant. ' 
Patient's memory for life history events is conspicuously and implausibly poor in certain 
respects. 
Memory faults are so conspicuous as to suggest that the patient is suffering from a specific 
amnesia, or is deliberately withholding material, etc. 
No evidence that patient fears he may commit an abhorred act. 
Has occasionally been disturbed by the thought that he may commit an abhorred act. 
Has recurring fear that he may commit an abhorred act. 
Fear of committing an abhorred act ·has made material changes in patient's plans, or pattern 
of life. 
Words clearly relevant to recognizable ideas. 
Words not always clearly relevant to recognizable ideas. 
Words used in such a manner that ideas seem unclear and confused. 
Words not relevant to any recognizable, logical idea. 
Admits no feeling of anxiety when confronted with a task, a test or a new situation. 
When confronted with a task, a test or a new situation, the patient admits an..'tiety experiences. 
When confronted with a task, a test or a new situation, the patient admits anxiety experiences, 
and quality of performance is adversely affected. 
Feels threatened by a task, test or new situation, and shows gi:oss failure and blocking. 
No tendency to forget or repudiate earlier insights or admissions. 
Occasionally must be reminded of earlier insights or admissions but accepts them when 
reminded. 
Often must be reminded of earlier insights or admissions and tends to accept them. 
Contests or repudiates earlier insights or admissions even when reminded. 
Manner of speech is casual. 
Speech is usually qualified or somewhat circumstantial in nature. 
Speech is pompous and excessively pedantic. 
Manner of speech is stilted alid condescending. 
Patient is reasonably trustworthy. 
Disobeys rules and lies if under pressure. 
Patient lies or steals to a degree to cause others to regard him as dishonest. 
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Affective reactions conspicuous. 1 -
Affective reactions appear to be exaggerated. 2 
52. 
Extraordinarily exaggerated affective expressions, greatly exceed the apparent requirements 
of the situation. 
Is at least reasonably cooperative. 
Cooperation seems apathetic or half-hearted. 
Often is reluctant to conform, or cooperates on own terms. only, or with qualifications. 
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HOSPITAL ADJUSTMENT SCALE 
For Evaluating Patients' Behavior in a Psychiatric Hospital 
JAMES T. FERGUSON, M.D. PAUL McREYNOLDS, PH.D. 
EGERTON L. BA:(LA.CHEY, PH.D. 
INSTRUCTIONS TO OBSERVER: The purpose of this Scale is to help you to report on the behavior of the patient 
named below. The Scale consists of a number of statements which describe some of the ways patients act in different 
places in a psychiatric hospital. These statements were taken from descriptions of patients made by psychiatric aides in 
a large psychiatric hospital 
You are to mark each statement as True (T), Not True (NT), or in some cases as Doesn't Apply (DA), for the pa-
tient named below. Marking a statement T, NT, or DA should be based on actual obserV-ation by yourself or others of the 
patient for the past two weeks to three nwnths. The behavior described in a statement is true if present most or all of the 
time during the past two weeks to three mol}ths. 
Think of the patient named below as you have seen him act in the last two weeks to three months. Look at statement 
No. l on the next page. If No. l is generally True-that is, True most or all of the time-for the patient, put a circle around 
T. If No. l is generally Not True for the patient, put a circle around NT. You must put a circle around either T or NT 
for all statements which have only T and NT in front of them. 
A few of the statements, for example No.2, have DA in front of them, as well as T and NT. DAis to be circled when 
the statement Doesn't Apply to the patient. Look at No. 2. If, during the past three months, the patient has not had any 
visitors, No. 2 obviously Doesn't Apply to him and you would circle DA. If the patient did have visitors and No. 2 was 
generally True for the patient, put a circle around T. If the patient had visitors and No.2 was generally Not True for the 
patient, put a circle around NT. Also, if the statement concerns Occupational Therapy and the )!latient did not have 0. T. 
during the past three months either on or away from the ward, then DA should again be circled. 
Note that if a statement does apply to the patient but you don't know the answer (T or NT) , you should make an at-
tempt to find out the answer and mark it the best you can. Do not circle DA just because you don!t know offhand whether 
T ·or NT is correct. Circle DA as sparingly as possible; use it only when a statement clearly Do.esn't Apply to the patient. 
Be sure you have circled the right letters. It is necessary to mark all statements, but you may have to observe the pa-
tient more, or secure information from other personnel, before marking some of them. 
Be sure to mark every item. Don't leave any out. 
Patient's last name First name l\'Iiddle name Register No. 
-
Name of hospital Ward Name and title of observer 
Group I II 
How long have you kno>rn 
the patient? 
No. ofE's 
·--------------- yrs. ----------------mos. 
---------------- weeks 
Date 




Copyright 1951 by James T. Ferguson, Panl McReynolds, and Egerton L. Ballachey 
Copyright 1953 by the Board of Trustees of the Lelaod Stanford Junior University 
Prioted in the United States of America 
III Total 
l. T NT The patient ignores the activities around him. 
2. T NT DA The patient gets dressed up for visitors. 
3. T NT -DA The patient follows events in the daily paper. 
4. T NT DA The patient laughs if he's kidded. 
5. T NT DA The patient 1vrites sensible and understandable letters. 
6. T NT The patient stays by himself. 
7. T NT The patient spends a lot of time talking to himself. 
8. T NT The patient doesn't mix with other patients. 
9. T NT The patient's talk is mostly not sensible. 
10. T NT The patient doesn't make distinctions between new and old personnel. 
11. T NT The patient chooses to talk either to the personnel or to patients who talk sensibly. 
12. T NT DA The patient doesn't want social group contacts with other patients. 
13. T NT The patient never says more than 3 or 4 words at a time. 
14. T NT DA The patient doesn't open letters unless someone tells him to. 
15. T NT The patient talks about sports ·with the aide. 
16. T NT The patient can tease another patient back into good humor. 
17. T NT The patient answers sensibly if talked to. 
18. T NT DA The patient sometimes remarks when it's time for a family visit. 
19. T NT The patient doesn't have close friends on the ward. 
20. T NT The patient isn't backward about talking to you after he gets acquainted. 
21. T NT- The patient can talk sensibly if you ask him to. 
22. T- NT The patient won't discuss many subjects. 
23. T NT DA The patient never asks for a pass (short stay a~ay from hospital). 
24. T NT The patient talks about his family ·with the aide. 
25. T NT DA The patient never mites a letter. 
26. T NT The patient seems to enjoy being talked to. 
27. T NT The patient doesn't take part in back and forth conversation. 
28. T NT DA The patient plays ball with other patients. 
29. T NT DA The patient is either silent or talks foolishly during visits. 
30. T NT The patient sometimes approaches the aide with dry humor about his situation in the hospital. 
31. T NT The patient is always chatting with someone. 
32. T NT The patient's words aren't understandable. 
33. T NT DA The patient asks to leave the hospital to visit his family. 
34. T NT The patient resents it if he's asked a question. 
35. T NT The patient will always reply if you make some remark to him. 
36. T NT The patient talks over happenings on the ward with the aide. 
37. T NT The patient's talk :is mostly straight, sensible talk. 
38. T NT The patient starts conversations with aides to become better acquainted. 
39. T NT The patient can take teasing. 
40. T NT The patient never volunteers any information about himself. 
41. T NT The patient knows the names of all the doctors, nurses, and aides. 
42. T NT DA The p;tient maintains a correspondence. 
43. T NT The patient has to be pushed to follow routine; 
44~ T NT The patient wants to do the right thing on th,e ward. 
45. T NT DA The patient seldom dresses up. 
46. T NT The patient doesn't like to change his clothes. 
47. T NT The patient takes no pride in his personal appearance. 
48. T NT DA The patient is very interested in his clothes, . 
49. T NT The patient is making realistic plans for when he leaves the hospital 
50. T NT The patient occasionally needs supervision with dressing. 
51. T NT The patient's clothes are unbuttoned. 
52. T NT The patient has to be reminded to attend to routine. 
53. T NT .. DA The patient never combs his hair • 
54. T NT The patient yells at attendant when he's dissatisfied. 
55. T NT The patient stays neat and dean. 
56. T· NT The patient never asks for anything; he waits for :things to be given to him. 
57. T NT The patient has to be dressed. 
58. T NT DA The patient behaves exceptionally well when taken off grounds. 
59. T NT The patient occasionally has to be reminded to change his clothes. 
60. T NT DA The patient takes pleasure in fixing his hair. 
61. T NT The patient easily becomes upset if something doesn't suit him. 
62. T NT The patient is usually sloppy. 
63. T NT DA The patient keeps his clothes cleaned and pressed. 
64. T NT The patient likes to do the opposite of what he's asked to do. 
65. T NT DA The patient is so well dressed that he can't be distinguished from a "normal" person. 
66. T NT DA The patient seems to manage his money. 
67. T NT DA The patient is interested in looking well when he leaves the hospital on trips. 
68. T NT DA The patient plays cards occasionally. 
69. T NT DA The patient is a good worker in ~hop. 
70. T NT The patient asks if there's work for him to do. 
71. T NT DA .. The patient doesn't take part in ward games. 
72. T NT DA The patient always attends ward parties. 
73. T NT DA The patient will do anything for recreation that comes up. 
74. T NT The patient reads newspapers and magazines. 
75. T· NT DA The_ patient won't do any assigned duties. 
76. T NT DA The patient is willing to do any extra chore. 
77. T NT The patient is intereSted in nothing. 
78. T NT DA The patient doesn't take part in recreation. 
79. T NT DA ';I'he patient doesn't need supervision on a job. 
80. T NT DA The patient has to be helped along to stick to any activity. 
81. T NT DA The patient doesn't take part in athletics. 
82. T NT DA The patient helps out. when needed. 
83. T NT DA The patient isn't capable of doing a good job at anything. 
84 .. T NT The patient shows no reaction to entertainment. 
85. T NT DA The patient doesn't like to go out for exercise. 
86. T NT DA The patient helps take care of the laundry. 
87. T NT The patient would sit all day if not directed to an activity. 
88. T NT DA · The patient does a good job, once someone gets him started. 
89. T NT DA The patient is very interested in 0. T. 
90.- T NT DA The patient works well on the ward. 
ADDITIONAL CLINICAL DATA. This space is provided for those clinicians who may find it desirable to have 
recorded on this form clinical information of a type not directly surveyed by the HAS behavioral statements. See Clini-
cal Manual for the HAS for suggestions regarding its use. 
